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Abstract 

 

A common practice for solving problems in video analytics is to consider each problem (e.g.  

processing speed, complexity of data analysis or tracking of moving object) in isolation, 

starting with constructing of computational models for each specific data processing task. This 

is dictated by the need to address the complexity of the overall problem, which typically can 

be broken into multiple computational tasks – detection, recognition, classification, analysis, 

prediction, etc. Each of these tasks has its own computational model and uses different data. 

This approach has been the main focus of research in video processing for a long time and had 

some success, but it leads to the significant requirement for computational power and is not 

feasible for real-time video analytics tasks because of the time constraints.  

An alternative to this strategy is to link the video analytics tasks in order to leverage the related 

data sets and computational models. By doing that we can decrease the amount of data and 

computations necessary and thus, reach satisfactory performance. Consequently, we can 

improve the accuracy of the solution obtained by simplification through utilizing the previous 

experience through learning. Our aim in this research is to exploit the variety of parameters of 

this process – development of the data processing model, features extracted from the data and 

algorithms of the machine learning.  

This research addresses the problem of reconstructing moving object trajectories for real-time 

video analytics based on continuous processing of input video streams with application to a 

wide range of tasks in video surveillance. Our approach uses a combination of classifiers for 

different features of the data, such as shape and colour, as well as other parameters (e.g. the 

position of human body parts) which can be used for detecting various profiles of interest for 

further processing of the original video stream. The custom-tailored model of moving object is 

created by experimenting with different models and algorithms specifically applicable to the 

task for trajectory reconstruction and selected to make the best use of data and to achieve the 

best result in terms of speed of data processing which is further discussed in chapter 6.  
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On the basis of the experimental work conducted in this research we have developed a software 

system, which can track and identify moving human objects of interest within live video 

streams through a combination of visual pre-processing (discussed in chapter 5 in video 

transformation module), machine learning and video post-processing (discussed in chapter 5 

in ‘rotation’ activity) methods. It uses a novel object detection algorithm which significantly 

improves the speed of processing during the tracking and localization steps. This algorithm 

makes use of a number of comparing analytics method by classifying the shapes and sizes 

parameters as shown in chapter 4 with different cases.  

Although specifically designed to serve the purpose of the research programme for behaviour 

analysis of moving objects in live video streams this part of our framework can be considered 

as a standalone problem solving module for software systems which involve object detection, 

identification and tracking based on live video input. It can be used as an open source software 

in many areas ranging from public safety management and video surveillance to computer 

games and animation. 
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Dictionary 

 

Image recognition Image recognition is organising a detected object into 

different groups like recognition of humans in a video 

of people walking. In other words, image recognition is 

an automated process of recognition of patterns and 

regularities in data to detect the target object. This is 

closely related to artificial intelligence and machine 

learning 

Pattern recognition This is an activity which uses various methods to mine 

information from given data in general, mainly based 

on statistical approaches or using different artificial 

intelligence methods (like the position of human body 

parts’ help in identifying the human object). 

Trajectory recognition Trajectory is an activity which uses the signature of 

trajectory to compare it with information extracted with 

the help of different image processing algorithms. 

Trajectory reconstruction This is the main task of this research and it is the 

reconstruction of the trajectory of moving object from 

the given input video stream. 
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1. Introduction 

In humans, more than 35% of the brain is devoted to visual processing to allow us to interpret 

and behave intelligently as part of our daily lives [1]. Intelligent and real time moving object 

tracking is a difficult issue in computer vision research area. Multiple objects tracking has many 

useful applications in scene analysis for computerised surveillance. If we can track different 

objects in an environment of multiple moving objects and reconstruct their trajectories, then 

there will be a variety of applications. This research is focused on the reconstructing the 

trajectory of human movements in online signals from video camera for the purpose of further 

analysis of their behaviour. 

 

1.1. Research problem 

The key research point which is addressed in this research is to develop efficient algorithms 

for intelligent and efficient human object tracking and reconstruction of trajectories of 

movement from the given input video stream. These reconstructed trajectories must have 

information about the location and the position of the body and its movements through the 

space of a visual scene, observed by surveillance cameras. This is necessary for the purpose of 

motion detection/tracking in secure areas, controlling the flow of crowd movements, analysis 

of the pattern of movements etc. for various software applications. 

In order to process the data swiftly in video analysis application, classifiers are used to track 

the moving object in the live video stream. This methods makes the data analysis process less 

computational demanding.  

 

1.2. Intelligent Security and Safety Planner 

This research is part of the research program for Visual Analysis of Individual and Group 

Dynamic Behaviour carried out within the Cyber Security Research Centre of London 

Metropolitan University. The research group is interested in real-time video analytics with 

applicability to surveillance in security, disaster recovery and safety management, and 
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customer insight. The ultimate goal of this research program is to construct an efficient 

framework for visual analytics in real time as presented in the Figure 1-1. 

 

Figure 1-1: General workflow of the overall framework of Visual Analysis of Individual and Group 

Dynamic Behaviour [2] 

This research is focused on analysing and reconstruction of moving objects trajectories within 

enclosed spaces (rooms, corridors, staircases, floors and open spaces) of big buildings, such as 

shopping malls and transport stations, as well as in large transport vehicles, such as cruiser 

ships or in outdoor environment. This thesis is a part of the research of whole framework and 

it is shown with dashed rectangle in complete framework diagram Figure 1-1. 

Moving object tracking in this approach is based on the object-centric representation of the 

position which forms a tube-like model of the spatial navigation and allows isolated 

manipulation of the video objects within the focus and performing motions.  This can be 

achieved through an algorithm for processing the flow of incremental information as illustrated 

in the Figure 1-2. 
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Figure 1-2: Incremental trajectory reconstruction 

Figure 1-2 shows the flow of the data in the framework. The dashed line rectangle shows the 

main processing modules where input data is converted into the required trajectory information. 

1.3. The Aim and Objectives of the Proposed Research 

1.3.1. Aim 

Smart surveillance systems have two essential building blocks namely object segmentation and 

tracking. However, there are few other things such as background estimation etc. will provide 

the useful information when integrated with above important parts. The main research element 

of this research lies on developing a novel framework for reconstructing a trajectory of moving 

human object in video based on the use of an object segmentation system with the help of 

classifiers. 

 

1.3.2. Objectives 

1. To investigate the current state of research in the area of tracking human objects 

trajectory and to identify the main problems, existing approaches and available methods 
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for modelling physical movements of individuals and groups of individuals within 

enclosed spaces over a limited period. 

 

2. To investigate and compare the methods for object tagging and modelling in order to 

select appropriate representation of the initial data. 

 

3. To compare and select the modelling languages, which can be used for modelling of 

moving human object trajectory (e.g. VRML- Virtual Reality Modelling Language, 

X3D - Extensible 3D Graphics or XML - Extensible Mark-up Language etc.). 

 

4. To experiment with limited dynamic micro-worlds with moving individuals and groups 

for the purpose of analysing the individual’s or group’s movements. 

 

5. To select appropriate object segmentation technique for tracking human object 

trajectory and construct a framework for online video processing based on trajectory 

analysis using suitable algorithms. 

 

6. To validate the developed framework through comparison of experimented micro-

world and recorded real-world video signal. 

 

1.4. Research Hypothesis 

The study of visual attention in humans is very much the design of control mechanisms to limit 

complexity. Using a rather coarse categorization one might divide visual processing into data 

and model/goal-driven processing. In data-driven processing, the areas of an image to be 

processed are selected based on their saliency and offered to other modules in a system for 

higher-level tasks, for example, recognition and description. The selection of which regions are 

to be processed and how to fuse different image/video descriptors is then performed according 

to criteria of optimality in the sense of discrimination. One assumes that, based on such 

preliminary categorization it would be possible to construct an efficient algorithm for trajectory 

reconstruction, which are recurrent and can then process the video stream in an incremental 

manner. 
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1.5. Methodology 

Bottom-up approach is undertaken in this research in order to build the theory and framework. 

Different sections of computer technologies are involved and those can be defined as below,  

1.5.1. Event-driven simulation of visual scenes 

Moving object tracking is based on the object centric representation for easy and intuitive 

object tube model of a video navigation and temporal manipulation of video objects.  The 

moving human object in the video is modelled as a collection of spatiotemporal object volumes 

(object tubes) placed in a 3D grid like structure. This approached has been adopted in the 

framework in order to reconstruct the trajectories of moving objects. 

 

1.5.2. Reconstructing the trajectory of moving object  

This involved extraction of motion information from the video and representation of object 

trajectories in a 3D interaction like grid. Motion based video representations are used in other 

video navigation and annotation systems. The focus of these systems is mainly on providing 

an in-scene direct moving object trajectory from the video. Then object motion information is 

used in other systems. It is anticipated that for the reconstruction of the trajectory analytical 

methods are required for connecting the spatial locations of the identified objects across the 

frames.  This is pursued based on incremental approximation of the spatial locations across the 

video frames using different computational techniques. 

 

1.5.3. Experimental prototyping 

As the result of the research it is planned to produce an intelligent framework, capable of 

reconstructing the moving human object trajectory. The developed software is aimed to be 

based on the component approach and object-oriented methodology for software engineering. 

This will allow incorporation of the component into various applications, smart rooms, video 
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surveillance, object tracking, and motion analysis etc. which requires spatial modelling and 

agent behaviour analysis. 

1.6. Research Plan 

After discussing the relatively large variety of methods in the section above, it was planned to 

conduct the research into key stages, where each stage was incorporated its own research study 

to account the current state of art in the respective area.  

 

1.7. The structure of this report 

The content presented in this report has been divided into seven chapters, where each chapter 

is the basis for the next one. This reflects the aforementioned bottom-up approach development 

strategy and the structure is intended to present how the workflow of the research looked like. 

  

Chapter 2: Literature Survey 

In this chapter, different computational models of moving objects have been reviewed and 

studied in context of the problem domain specified by the researchers in their papers.  

The nature of the existing researches, methodologies and proposed solutions to problems 

closely related to segmentation, detection and analysis have been presented in a cohesive way 

so that the literature survey is organized by ideas produced during the reading sessions. 

 

Chapter 3: Conceptualization of moving objects trajectories framework 

Focus of this chapter is based on conceptualisation of the architecture of the model used by this 

framework for re-construction of moving object trajectories. Model should be rich enough to 

hold the sufficient and efficient information for smart re-presentation of moving object 

trajectories.  
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Chapter 4: Classifiers for moving object trajectories reconstruction 

In this chapter, the core concept and mathematical theory behind classifiers and implementation 

has been studied in order to build the fundamental knowledge required for development of 

framework 

 

Chapter 5: Implementation of moving objects trajectories framework 

This chapter describes the implementation of framework using the underlying mathematical 

concepts presented in previous chapter. The text presents the component and working 

mechanism of simple framework.  

 

Chapter 6: Comparative analysis of classifiers algorithm 

In this chapter, comparison is made between research in this thesis and previous researches 

using different data-sets.  

 

Chapter 7: Conclusion and recommendation for future work 

This chapter focuses on evaluating the present state of the research and presenting the proposal 

of future work. The description itself is based on the material that was produced through the 

duration of this research. This chapter has also detailed description about the contribution to 

knowledge and different strategies developed during the research  

1.8. Conclusion 

This chapter summarises the entire research, claiming some original contributions and makes 

recommendations for further exploration of the developed framework. Complete details of this 

research are presented in following chapters. 
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2. Literature Survey 

2.1. Introduction 

The aim of computer vision is to explore one image of a scene by recognizing objects, their 

building, spatial arrangements and tracking the movements of the objects. This has been stated 

to as an image understanding. With the passage of time, computer vision has progressively 

been making the evolution away from understanding single images to investigating images 

sequences, or video sequence. The main shift in the traditional pattern has been from the 

identifying of static objects in the scene to the motion-based recognition of actions and events 

like trajectories of the moving objects.  

These trajectories’ details of moving objects are important requirements for topics like visual 

modelling, simulation and analysis of dynamic behaviour. These topics are currently becoming 

an important direction of research in video surveillance due to its importance for safety 

management, security and disasters recovery. Many researchers [5][6][9] tried to address issues 

related to the range of complexity in derivation of behaviour patterns from live video stream. 

The research in this area includes extraction of image features, identification of shapes, 

detecting movements and modelling human behaviour for further analysis. Ultimately, these 

trajectories information will be used for the following tasks: 

• Identification of moving objects and moving parts required by different case scenarios. 

• Recognition of the key poses of the moving object that are important for the recognizing 

of the patterns of behaviour in entire input stream. 

• Manipulation (estimation) of the individual body part location, rotation and scale to 

achieve the desired pose. 

• Trajectories detail helps in marking key frames in data processing stage for specific 

frames and encapsulating individual input stream as a data block. 

• Reporting the entire moving object trajectory along with the already stored data block 

information to a format that will be helpful in behaviour analysis. 
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2.2. Human body motion 

Human body movement trajectory’s information is needed by algorithm for dynamic patterns 

processing and these details consist of extensive set of movements constituting the dynamic 

activity of a moving object. Let’s consider a scenario in which a person needs to pick up an 

object from the floor. In order to show such a behaviour, the person needs to bend or kneel-

down, stretch an arm into the direction of the object and then return to the original position 

holding the object. In this scenario, one can identify three key poses of the body, namely 

kneeling down, stretching an arm and standing up. To complete the whole motion, the three 

key poses need to be combined to simulate the movements. In order to simulate such a 

behaviour with armature one must specify first the key frames, i.e. the starting and ending 

transition points of the involved movements. The remaining frames in the set represent the 

intermediate positions of the body in transition between the different poses. The Figure 2-1 and 

Figure 2-2 show the different armature positions and states. 

 

Figure 2-1: Movement of human object (part 1) [2] 
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Figure 2-2: Movement of human object (part 2) [2] 

The above armature states are used in different human movements. These movements are 

mentioned in the table below. 

 Table 2-1: Human body movements and armature positions 

Movement Type Armature movements 

Fast hand 

movements 

All three states of  Figure 2-1 and first state of Figure 2-2 are involved 

in this movement 

Playing music 

indoor 

Mainly first state of Figure 2-2 are utilized in this movement if person 

is playing music in standing state 

Throwing items Second state of Figure 2-1 and last state of Figure 2-2 are involved in 

this movement 

Walking indoor Mainly first two states of Figure 2-1 are involved in this movement. For 

few persons, second state of Figure 2-2 involved in this movement 

Two persons 

walking outdoor 

This has same states as above moment. Sometime third state of Fig 2-1 

is used in this movement for running people 

Picking up stuff Mainly third state of Figure 2-2 is involved in this movement 
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2.3. Object detection methods 

Different video objects detection methods have been proposed by various researches. This 

section has raised the awareness of available methods and helps in taking the decision in 

chapter 4 during different decisions taking moments. Each method has its own benefits for the 

targeting applications [3]. These object detection methods are needed for tracking of the 

moving objects in the videos. Many methods for object detection highlight a main area of 

research in computer vision since many applications require the determination of the existence 

and the positions of objects in images [4]. Few of the object detection methods types are 

described below. 

 

2.3.1. Feature-based object detection 

There are many applications using feature-based object detection methods. Colour is one of the 

features used in these types of applications [5]. These methods are most suitable for videos 

with standing cameras and without any alteration of the background clutter. The spatial 

histograms consist of the marginal distribution of image over local areas, object texture and 

shape are concurrently conserved by the spatial histogram representation [6]. A simple 

histogram is obtained by taking a region of an image, assigning a label to each pixel (with the 

help of some mapping function), and then computing a histogram of the labels [7]. The 

histogram counts, for each possible label, how many pixels received that label. This obtains a 

feature vector (a vector of counts), one count per possible label. Such a histogram does not 

capture any information about where the labels appear. A spatial histogram addresses that 

shortcoming by dividing the image up into several smaller patches, computing a histogram for 

each patch, and concatenating those histograms. For instance, this could take a 32x32 image 

and break it up into sixteen 8x8 patches, compute a histogram for each patch, and concatenate 

them to get a feature vector [7]. The Figure 2-3 shows an example of feature-based object 

detection: 
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Figure 2-3: Feature based object detection [8] 

In the Figure 2-3, “spatial histogram” values are used to draw the squares around the objects 

detected. Objects present in the Figure 2-3 are consists of distinguishable parts such as wheels, 

car doors, and car windows etc. These parts are arranged in a relatively fixed spatial 

configuration and algorithm is detecting these objects with the help of spatial histogram values. 

 

2.3.2. Line-based object detection 

Different geometric shapes are formed by multiple points joined and formed enclosed area [9]. 

Therefore, in order to detect the shape in the image, an algorithm must be introduced to detect 

the line in the image. When the line is detected in the image, an algorithm should find the 

relation between the lines and determine the geometric shape [10]. 

There are various line detection algorithms which are available for image processing. Radon 

transforms is one of them [11]. If there is a line in the image, there will be a peak in the Radon 

transform domain [11]. The ability of the Radon transform in transforming lines (line-trends) 

inside an image into a domain of possible line parameters even for a very noisy image has led 
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to many line detection applications within image processing, computer vision etc. This is 

illustrated in Figure 2-4 block diagram: 

 

Figure 2-4: Block diagram of object detection algorithm research [12] 

2.3.3. Region based object detection 

Sometimes object detection tasks start by grouping pixels into segments as object contenders 

[13]. For example, some researchers for land planning projects [13] grouped contenders bridge 

pixels into possible bridge segments based on their connectivity and geometric values and then 

confirmed these segments according to their directions and connectivity with road segments 

[14]. 

The content mentioned in the above section is not directly needed by this research. But these 

are used in the data preparation step of this research. These are used for the identification of 

the moving object in the video. Trajectories will be created for these identified moving objects. 
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2.4. Projection 

Projection is the process of changing the number of dependent variables. This section helps the 

author in chapter 3 while dealing with the manipulation of given input video stream 

environment. If there is a two-dimensional object and it is represented by a function, then such 

a function will need two variables to represent the object.  Similarly, if there is a three-

dimensional object, then its function will need three variables to represent the object. Projection 

plays an important role in video processing applications, especially for re-generation of moving 

object trajectories. Actually, two types of projections are possible which are explained below: 

 

2.4.1. Three-dimensional to two-dimensional projection 

Orthographic projection is the simplest way of projecting a three-dimensional object into two-

dimensional objects [15]. In mathematical terms, the dropping of z component from a three-

dimensional coordinate system is the projection of a three-dimensional object into a two-

dimensional object. This can be written as below: 

 𝑥 =  [

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

]  𝑦  (2.1) 

The above equations show a three-dimensional point with the resultant two-dimensional 

projected point with ‘x’ and ‘y’. The Figure 2-5 is showing a graphical representation of the 

projection. 
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Figure 2-5: Three dimensional to two-dimensional projection [16] 

In the Figure 2-5, the left-hand side of the figure has a three-dimensional object. The right-

hand side of the figure has three results of orthographic projection. These projections are 

created with the help of top, front and side views of the three-dimensional object.  

2.4.2. Two-dimensional to three-dimensional projection 

Projection of two-dimensional objects to the three-dimensional objects is needed for a proper 

analysis within the environment that have limitations. Also, getting the three-dimensional 

object data is not possible in every case or it is too expensive. In the case of regeneration of 

moving object trajectories from a video data, this two-dimensional to three-dimensional 

protection is needed. Fourier synthesis, holography Monte Carlo and algebraic methods are 

used for this type of projection [17]. The Figure 2-6 is showing an example of usage of two-

dimensional object projection to the three-dimensional objects: 
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Figure 2-6: Three-Dimensional Object Recognition from Single Two-Dimensional Images [18] 

The Figure 2-6 shows the model for visual recognition which makes use of prior knowledge of 

objects and accurate verification for a particular object, since it can make use of the spatial 

information in the image to make the use of full degree of available resolution. As it is 

mentioned above, the author used a three-dimensional model for object recognition after 

creating a projection from two-dimensional object and this type of projection is used and 

explained further in the next chapters. 

 

2.5. Segmentation 

Image segmentation can be normally viewed as subdividing an image into multiple segments. 

Information from this section is used in chapter 5 during the implementation of the framework. 

The segmentation method delivers a more simplified image depiction as these segments can be 

separately examined without the need of human to perform manual segmentation as a first step 

[19]. 

There is huge range of segmentation methods which are available; for example, a simple 

straight forward segmentation with just defining the foreground and background of the image. 

This basic segmentation is not enough for the current trend of image processing especially in 
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object recognition applications [20]. A more trustworthy segmentation method is needed to 

counter more complex cases by applying some useful domains. Colour information is one of 

the popular domains used for image segmentation [21]. The importance of the colour 

information in the image is mentioned in the section above. The Figure 2-7 is with the example 

of two stages segmentation process: 

 

Figure 2-7: Simple segmentation process [22] 

The Figure 2-7 shows the basic segmentation output of an image. Image on the left side is the 

input image, whereas the image on the right side is the corresponding segmentation result. The 

output of this process can be improved further with the help of artificial intelligence techniques. 

 

2.5.1. Contours 

Image segmentation techniques are used to generate the contours of polygons with the help of 

jagged outlines and many redundant points. The Figure 2-8 is an example of a contour 

generated a by image segmentation technique. 
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Figure 2-8: Image segmentation technique generated a contour polygon [23] 

The Figure 2-8 is created with the help of geographic information system (GIS) data-producing 

standards. This figure shows the contour of pond. If the author can denote the Figure 2-8 

polygon as ‘T’ then the centre point is as below. 

 𝑂(𝑋0, 𝑌0) (2.2) 

  

While line passing from point P1 and P2 in the Figure 2-8 divides the contour in two curves 

namely A and B on both sides of line P1P2 respectively [23].  

 

2.5.2. Fragmentation approaches 

2.5.2.1. Divisive Clustering 

Divisive clustering approach is also known as top-down approach. In this approach, the process 

starts with the help of complete image (or complete set of data). A usual method used in this 
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approach is background subtraction [24]. The logic behind this is that of identifying the moving 

objects from the difference between the current frame and a reference frame (which is also 

known as “background model”). The background model must be a representation of the scene 

with no moving objects and must be kept regularly updated. The Figure 2-9 is an example of 

background subtraction process: 

 

Figure 2-9: Background subtraction example [24] 

In the Figure 2-9, the left-hand side part of the image is the real image, while the right-hand 

part is the result of background subtraction process. Moving objects are obvious in the right-

hand part of the image. 

 

2.5.2.2. Watershed 

Watershed segmentation process is based on morphological features which is a classic and 

strong segmentation method [25]. This method forms a closed continuous region, a feature 

where methods are based on the spatial domain first order operator, second order differential 

operator [26]. 

 

Figure 2-10: Watershed segmentation example values [27] 
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The left part of the Figure 2-10 shows the profile data of the image. While, the right part of the 

image shows the local minima of grey level altitude, the local maxima define the watershed 

lines. 

 

2.5.2.3. Agglomerative clustering 

Agglomerative clustering is an image segmentation approach usually used in high resolution 

image processing [28]. This approach offers some real advantages, such as more flexible 

clustering, and often produces higher quality segmentation trees. But this has been used less 

frequently in image processing because it is normally assumed to be prohibitively expensive 

[O(N2) or worse] [29]. The Figure 2-11 is an example of agglomerative clustering approach. 

 

Figure 2-11: Agglomerative clustering approach on the liver MR image [30] 

The left column of the Figure 2-11 contains the best clustered numbers, while the right column 

only contains the required segmented liver section. 

 

2.5.2.4. Probabilistic aggregation 

Sometimes this approach is also known as bottom-up approach. As its name indicates, in this 

approach pixels are gradually merged to produce larger and larger regions. In each step this 
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approach considers pairs of adjacent regions and provides a probability measure to assess 

whether they should be included in the same segment. 

 

Figure 2-12: Probabilistic aggregation example [31] 

The left two patches in the blue boxes in the Figure 2-12 have different intensity. These patches 

should be in different segments according to the probabilistic approach. The two patches in the 

green boxes have similar intensity, so these should be in the same segment. 

Similarly, like the previous section, the content of this section is not directly needed by this 

research. But these are essential to segment out the moving object from the video in order to 

re-generate the trajectory. 

2.6. Motion Structure 

This section provides the basics for the re-construction of trajectories of moving human object. 

Most current structures from motion algorithms use a two-image method in their initial stages 

and, even though two images contain less information than a larger number, recent research 
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has shown that structure and motion can be estimated from two images with surprising 

accuracy and robustness [32]. 

Usually, the structure from motion algorithms computes an initial estimate of the camera 

motion in first stage. In the second stage these algorithms improve the initial estimate by 

minimizing an error function with respect to the unknown motion and/or structure [33].  The 

Figure 2-13 is a figure with the plane and two cameras showing the structure from motion 

scenario. 

 

Figure 2-13: Structure from motion description [34] 

The left section of the Figure 2-13Figure 2-13 shows the two stages of the process, choosing 

an epipolar plane passing through the camera positions and minimizing the result over all 

choices of the plane. The right section of the Figure 2-13 shows the optimal estimate after 

fixing the epipolar plane. The structure from the motion is described in further details in the 

following section.  

 

2.6.1. Triangulation 

The difficulty of finding a point’s 3-dimensional position from a set of corresponding image 

locations and known camera positions is known as triangulation [35]. Conversion of image 

from 2 dimensions to 3 dimensions is also handled by this method. Delaunay triangulation is a 

popular method [36], which converts 2 dimensions image into 3 dimensions. The Figure 2-14 

is an example of converting 2-dimensional image into 3 dimensions. 
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Figure 2-14: 2-Dimensional image conversion into 3 -Dimensional image [37] 

 

2.6.2. Factorization 

Factorization is a simple and effective way to reduce dimensions and extract features of interest 

in a video. This is used in several video processing applications such as background modelling 

in surveillance type videos, video content analysis. The conventional factorization method is 

not an online process. This factorization process is executed on the data matrix constructed by 

the observed examples [38]. The Figure 2-15 is an example of factorization of video frame. 
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Figure 2-15: Image factorization [39] 

In the Figure 2-15, the left-hand part shows the real frame of a video. While the right-hand part 

of the figure shows the result generated after the process of factorization. 

 

2.6.3. Bundle adjustment 

Bundle adjustment is a combined name for techniques that refine an initial estimate of structure 

and camera motion, by minimising the re-projection errors over all images [40]. It has been 

shown that it is possible to use this bundle adjustment solvers even in a real time applications 

to improve a structure from motion estimation. Other works have studied techniques for 

improving the robustness of bundle adjustment [41]. Recent progress has been made in terms 

of stability and speed, especially for large scale problems where several thousand cameras and 

millions of points are refined and bundle adjustment can now be used to solve even city scale 

problems [42]. The Figure 2-16 is an example of an application of the bundle adjustment on an 

image: 
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Figure 2-16: Bundle adjustment on an image [43] 

The left part of the Figure 2-16 is the real image, while the right part of the figure is a shaded 

representation of the bundle-adjustment triangulation. 

 

2.6.4. Constrained structure and motion 

This technique is based on a simple thought that even though severe appearance changes may 

occur to the target object in the tracking process, in most tracking tasks, the change of the 

structure of the target object in consecutive frames is relatively small [44]. Opposed to the 

simple motion model used in which the location of the tracker in frame t + 1 is assumed to be 

equally likely to appear within a radius r of the tracker location in frame t, the structure-

constrained motion model measures the changes on the structure of the target object caused by 

displacing the tracker at different locations in frame t+ 1. And only those locations leading to 

small change on the structure of the target object counts for searching the tracker location in 

frame t + 1 [45]. The Figure 2-17 is the figure showing the object tracking with the help of 

constrained structure and motion. 

 

Figure 2-17: Tracking an object [46] 
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First two parts of the Figure 2-17 are at time ‘t’ and ‘t + 1’. Both frames are consecutive frames. 

Featured points of the target object are tracked in both frames. The third part of the Figure 2-17 

shows the estimated confidence in the root location of the target object in the frame t + 1, with 

the structure-constrained motion approach. The confidence increases with the intensity of the 

red colour. The circle in the third part of the Figure 2-17 denotes the simple motion model with 

the location of the tracker is being assumed to be equally likely to appear within a radius r (r = 

30 pixels) of the tracker location in the previous frame. 

Constrained structure and motion are an efficient method which is being used in this research 

for locating, tracking and regeneration of the moving object in the video.  

 

2.7. Machine learning methods 

Classification is the method of grouping data according to the properties that associate them 

with each other [47]. First, data are divided into two parts: training and testing data. Training 

data are the data used for training of machine learning algorithm. Testing data are the data to 

test the machine learning algorithm. Then the machine learning algorithms are used to classify 

the given data.   

Machine learning methods information is used in chapter 4 and have more information related 

to this research. Machine learning can be supervised or unsupervised [48]. When an algorithm 

that classifies the data does not know which class the data belongs to, this is unsupervised 

learning. On the other hand, in supervised learning the labelling information of the data is given 

to the algorithm which will classify the data. This information is used to add experience in the 

machine, then it is expected to classify the data that the machine does not recognize. 

   

2.7.1. Type of learning methods 

Incremental re-construction of moving object trajectories is a requirement in many security and 

analytics’ related video processing applications. Few of these applications are available in the 

form of publications [49][50][51][52][53] and the results are productive but these results are 

not easily integrated into security systems and need a significant amount of resources to process 
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the input video stream and the results are not accurate in all conditions. Therefore, an algorithm 

that can map the results and the requirements in an efficient and accurate way, is needed. 

Looking at the machine learning area for mapping is a useful tool to detect the moving object. 

Supervised and unsupervised are two learning methods used for machine learning algorithms. 

These are discussed in the section below. 

 

2.7.1.1. Supervised learning methods 

Supervised learning methods attempt to discover the relationships between input features and 

target attributes [54]. For each observation of the testing value, for example the output made 

by the [92][93] and [94] software. 

The two main models used for linking the observations to the target outputs (such as moving 

human objects in the input video stream) by supervised learning methods are ‘Classification’ 

and ‘Regression’. Classification links the observed ‘features’ into pre-defined classes whereas 

regression models links the features on to a real-valued information. There are many 

classification and regression models used in different researches such as K Nearest Neighbour, 

decision trees, neural networks and support vector machines for representing classifiers. Some 

commonly used regression models include linear regression and logistic regression models 

while KNN can be used for either classification or regression. 

 

2.7.1.1.1 Moving human object trajectory information 

In this research, moving human object is identified for the trajectory information with the help 

of moving body parts in input video stream. These moving parts are identified and classified 

with the help of below classifiers: 

1) Colour based classifiers. 

2) Shape based classifiers. 

3) Depth based classifiers. 
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2.7.1.2. Unsupervised learning methods 

Unsupervised learning methods are methods for which for every observation produces a vector 

of measurement is produced but without labelled responses for the target [55]. In this research, 

the author focuses on supervised learning methods. 

 

2.7.2. Application of machine learning methods 

As mentioned above, this research uses supervised machine learning method as per the 

requirements and data availability. A supervised learning algorithm have a set of examples of 

pre-analysed data for which the required target properties are defined. This algorithm learns 

how to estimate the corresponding target properties of new given data, which are not known. 

The original set of examples are used as training data. Once the learning algorithm has been 

trained using all of the given data, if the same data is re-used to compute the error of the learning 

method, an excessively optimistic estimate of the error of the model should be obtained. This 

is because the training or learning process tries to ensure that the error of the model for the 

training data is as low as possible. Therefore, the learning method will be specifically suited to 

the training data. To get a more accurate estimate of how the model performs with new given 

data, some unseen data which is not used for the training process must be available along with 

its known properties for testing. It is therefore a common practice to set aside part of the original 

data for checking and not to use it in the training process. This dataset may be called the 

validation dataset [54]. After training the model using the remaining dataset, now known as the 

testing dataset, the performance may be tested or validated on the validation dataset [56].  

The validation dataset can be used to fine-tune learning method. For example, one can use 

validation dataset with multiple sets of coefficients for a learning model and find the error 

produced by each set of coefficients. This will help in terms of finding out the most appropriate 

set of coefficients for a learning model. These cases also help in estimating the accuracy of a 

learning method with new given data. This is the case because we choose the final set of 

coefficients after seeing the accurate results produce with validation dataset. 

Some researches [57] put another set of data aside from the original given data and it is neither 

used for training nor used in validation. This data set is usually called the test dataset in order 

for it to be kept different from the validation dataset. The error produced by the fine-tuned 
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learning method applied to the test dataset gives a realistic estimate of the performance of the 

method on a completely new given data. 

 

2.7.3. Researches using machine learning methods 

There is an extensive range of published and commercialised frameworks for visual data 

processing which depend upon machine learning methods. Huge number of those are analysed 

for this research. Few of those are mentioned below which are investigated and analysed for 

this research. 

 

2.7.3.1. Automated Detection of Dermatological Disorders through 

Image-Processing and Machine Learning 

According to the authors of Dermatological diseases research, due to their high complexity, 

variety and scarce expertise is one of the most difficult terrains for quick, easy and accurate 

diagnosis especially in developing and under-developed countries with low healthcare budget 

[58]. The authors suggested three phases in this research to handle this difficult condition like 

any other machine learning method. These three phases are as below [58]: 

1) Creation of dataset. 

2) Data augmentation. 

3) Data separation. 

Dermatological diseases research uses the same approach as the one used in this thesis. This 

research creates a dataset of different types like Eczema, Herpes, Melanoma, and Psoriasis 

which uses augmentation techniques such as Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling Technique 

and rotation of images etc., to increase the amount of sample data. The Figure 2-18 illustrates 

the data flow. 
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Figure 2-18: Data flow [58] 

This research uses an amalgamation of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) [58]. These methods are used to increase the accuracy of the entire 

Neural Network structure. The data obtained after pre-processing is processed using CNN. The 

features extracted by CNN are then passed through the SVM for further classification of the 

diseases.  
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The training process of this research method is divided in to two parts; first, the pre-trained 

model on their reduced dataset is trained and then they take the trained features from the final 

Convolutional layer and train the SVM classifier. Labels of trained data are shown in Figure 

2-19: 

 

Figure 2-19: Labels are using training dataset [58] 

The Figure 2-19 shows few of the images used for training and the array of labels generated as 

classifiers. 

 

2.7.3.2. Marginal Space Deep Learning: Efficient Architecture for 

Volumetric Image Parsing 

The authors of the "Efficient Architecture for Volumetric Image Parsing" research try to 

develop a system for anatomical object detection and segmentation support. The authors 

presented a solution to all the challenges, a novel feature-learning-based framework for parsing 

volumetric images split in a two-stage approach: anatomical object localization and non-rigid 
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shape estimation [59]. For the first task, the authors present Marginal Space Deep Learning 

(MSDL), a solution exploiting the computational benefits of Marginal Space Learning (MSL) 

[60] and the automated, self-learned feature design of Deep Learning (DL). For the 

segmentation task the author proposes a learning based Active Shape Model (ASM) using a 

deep-learning-based system to guide the shape deformation. The Figure 2-20 shows the 

architecture of the research framework. 

 

Figure 2-20: Schematic visualization of the marginal space deep learning framework [59] 

 

2.7.3.3. Kernel based learning approach for satellite image 

classification using support vector machine 

In this research, the procedural development for the analysis of multi spectral remote sensing 

data involves geo-referencing, image registration to a reference image, sub-setting of selected 

image region from the scene before doing the actual image classification using two methods 

(Maximum Likelihood and SVM) [61]. These geospatial processes were executed in sequence 

one after another in a workflow setup [62]. This workflow is shown in the Figure 2-21: 
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Figure 2-21: Supervised satellite image classification workflow [62] 

The Figure 2-21 shows the procedural development for the analysis of multi-spectral remote 

sensing data involves georeferencing, image registration to a reference image, sub-setting of 

selected image region from the scene before doing the actual image classification using two 

methods (Maximum Likelihood and SVM) [62]. These geospatial processes were executed in 

sequence one after another in a workflow setup as shown in Figure 2-21. ILWIS [63] and 

Monteverdi toolbox have advanced process tree structure for geospatial processing which 
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makes the analyst job comfortable [9]. In this workflow, few geospatial tasks were also carried 

out using utility software such as GDAL [64] to translate LGSOWG image data format into 

ILWIS native format which is nothing but general raster format with ASCII metadata files and 

project shape files for compatibility. LISS3 data set collected by National Remote Sensing 

Agency (NRSC) [65]. 

 

2.8. Moving object trajectory 

The mission of robust tracking is very challenging because of the fast motion, occlusion, 

illumination variation, background clutters, real time restriction, structural deformation, etc. 

Massive studies are taking place in this area. Number of systems are using moving object 

trajectories as one of the main features in their systems. Few of the pertinent researches are 

presented in the following sections. 

 

2.8.1. Heterogeneous Moving-Object Trajectory 

A. Boulmakoul, L. Karim et al. [66] proposed an object-orientated data model of 

interoperability and information for traditional trajectories. The authors suggested the use of 

UML (Unified Modelling Language) to model the different real word objects [66]. They 

suggested a data model framework that combines the streaming technology and Service-

Oriented Architecture (SOA) to improve the application performance and interoperability [66]. 

The Figure 2-22 shows the system’s architecture: 
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Figure 2-22: Heterogeneous moving object trajectory system architecture [66] 

As shown in the Figure 2-22, the data collector layer contains mobile devices, e-payment, and 

video-streaming proxy servers, respectively, to collect data from mobile devices, self-service 

terminals, and cameras. Trajectory generator layer generates a set of spatial–temporal points 

which is transformed from a cleaned raw trajectory presentation to a structured, semantic 

trajectory. 

 

2.8.2. Moving Objects Trajectories Detection algorithm 

L. Zhang, X. Wen, W. Zheng, B. Wang [67] proposed an algorithm based on the relative 

location object, (according to the principle of relative motion of objects) in the video, which 

calculates the relative distance between various objects shown in the video, and then designs 
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an object-location database, which is used to store the information of objects [67]. Based on 

the database of the trajectories of objects, the algorithm solves the problems which are caused 

by the camera movement [67]. The Figure 2-23 shows an example of object detection in the 

frames. 

 

Figure 2-23: Four video frames and object tracking [67] 

The left part of the Figure 2-23 shows the four frames of aeroplane video while the right-hand 

part shows the five detected objects in the frames with the labels 1 to 5. With the help of 

determining the displacement of moving object, they proposed the trajectories of moving 

objects as displayed in the table below. 

 

Figure 2-24: Table showing the trajectory data of moving object [67] 

As shown in the table, only object with the id ‘1’ has displacement, so, this is the only object 

moving in the frame and will have a moving object trajectory.  
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2.8.3. Content-based Retrieval using Trajectories 

C. Shim and J. Chang [68] propose a new spatio-temporal representation scheme for multiple 

moving objects' trajectories in video data to efficiently retrieve the content of the data. They 

approximate the position of an object with the help of Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR). 

They define a moving object as one whose position is changed over a given time interval and 

the following as the centre point of an object in 2-dimensional plane: 

 (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) (2.3) 

 

So, the trajectory of a moving object is represented as below: 

 [(𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑡0), (𝑥1, 𝑦1, 𝑡1),… , (𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛, 𝑡𝑛)] (2.4) 

 

For time t0, t1, …, tn.  

C. Shim and J. Chang [68] performed experiments on the football video and extracted the 

trajectories of football and these experiments results were 15% to 20% better than Li's and 

Shan's research results [68][69][70].  

2.8.4. Surveillance video summarization and trajectories 

Z. Ji, Y. Su, R. Qian, J. Ma [71] proposed an efficient framework for analysis and 

summarization of surveillance videos with the techniques of moving object detection and 

trajectory extraction [71]. According to them the video is first partitioned into segments based 

on moving object detection, then trajectory is extracted from each moving object, and then key 

frames are selected, together with the trajectories to represent the video segment [93]. They 

used hybrid motion detection algorithm which is proved to be fast and effective [72]. The 

Figure 2-25 shows few examples.  
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Figure 2-25: Moving object trajectory [93] 

The figure displays three examples of moving object trajectories with the red colour trajectory.  

 

2.9. Tracking moving objects in software applications 

Usually, a moving object representation is a model of the tracked object that is used by a 

tracking algorithm. This model must contain information about the shape and the appearance 

of the object in question [73]. Mostly the model for a specific target object are computed in 

different ways as described below [74]: 

• Defined with the help of previous research. 

• Learned with the help of training samples. 

• Image of the tracked object. 

The above-mentioned ways are used in different applications. The selection of any of the above 

ways depends upon the requirements of the applications. 

2.9.1. Medical applications 

Moving object tracking in videos has been increasingly used by medical systems in order to 

support the diagnosis process and to speed up the operator’s task [75]. Few examples are 

introduced below. 
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2.9.1.1. Ventricular motion tracking 

Automated algorithms track the ventricular motion in ultrasound images. This is an example 

of tracking concerned object with the help of learning from training samples [76]. The Figure 

2-26 is a figure which tracks the left ventricle from an ultrasound data.  

 

Figure 2-26: Tracking the left ventricle (LV) in 3D ultrasound data [77] 

The Figure 2-26 shows the application using motion manifold learning, and introduction of two 

collaborative trackers to achieve both temporal consistency and failure recovery. 

 

2.9.1.2. Soft tissues tracking 

Needle surgery is one of the most complex fields of minimally invasive surgeries which has 

attracted several researchers [78][79]. When a surgeon inserts the needle into the tissue, he/she 

tries to use the needle body to steer it through a static or dynamic path to reach a specified 

target; the static and dynamic paths refer to offline and online path planning approaches 

respectively [79]. Mostly, the needle steering doesn't happen easily, since there is still no exact, 

real-time and comprehensive displacement-force feedback from the areas of interest, due to 
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inherent properties of minimally invasive surgeries. On the other hand, tissue penetration 

causes some undesired events; e.g. target repositioning, obstacle reshaping and tissue 

overstretching [80].  

Due to unpredictable events during a needle-based surgery, like uncertain bleeding of 

penetrated tissues, the human must be replaced by robots [81]. Robots must be able to 

dynamically re-plan and correct the pre-set trajectory and change it to a safer path. The Figure 

2-27 is a block diagram of needle-based surgery system.  

 

Figure 2-27: Block diagram for the robotic control and steering of surgical needles [82] 

The Figure 2-27 shows closed loop system for fuzzy control of the needle in the tissue. This 

type of systems learns initially on the basis of different training samples. 

 

2.9.2. Surveillance 

In surveillance systems of dynamic objects, tracking can be used either as a forensic instrument 

or as a processing way of categorising activities. The Figure 2-28 shows an example of advance 

surveillance system. 
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Figure 2-28: IBM system for Large Scale Surveillance [83] 

The Figure 2-28 shows a system which index and digests the Meta data of video sequence. This 

data is full of events, which are necessary and needed for the forensic analysis. The data 

provided by this system are used with other surveillance solutions available in the market [84]. 

2.9.3. Business intelligence 

Moving objects tracking in videos is also served as a reflection and measuring tool in retail 

environments [85]. For example, in superstores, the location of customers is tracked over time. 

Trajectory data combined with information from the points of sales (till) is used to build 

behavioural models of customers spending their time in the shop, how they interact with 
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products depending on their location, and what items they buy [86]. By analysing this 

information, the marketing team can improve the product placement in the retail space. The 

Figure 2-29 illustrates the paths of customers in a superstore. 

 

Figure 2-29: Moving paths of customers in a superstore [87] 

The Figure 2-29 is used to show a trick to attract customers to spend more money. In this way 

they slow down the trolley of the customer with the help of floor. 

Moreover, gaze tracking in front of billboards are used to automatically select the type of 

advertisement to show or to dynamically change its content based on the attention or the 

estimated marketing profile of a person, based for example on the estimated gender and age 

[88]. 
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2.9.4. Unmanned vehicles 

Usually, robot uses feedback information extracted from a vision sensor in order to control the 

motion. Sequential Monte Carlo methods (also known as Particle Filter - PF) is one of the best 

objects tracking method which overcomes most of the issue like background cluster, occlusion 

etc.[89]. This has been used for visual tracking because of non-Gaussian nonlinear assumption 

and multiple hypothesis property [90]. This estimates the target posterior based on Bayesian 

Framework. The basic idea was introduced by Hammersley and Morton [91]. CamShift Guided 

Particle Filter (CAMSGPF) has increased the efficiency of PF and solved the problem of 

sampling degeneracy and impoverishment by performing CamShift algorithm on a sample 

[92]. An example of CAMSGPF with the objects of same colour is displayed in Figure 2-30. 

 

Figure 2-30: Tracking results of CAMSGPF and CamShift under colour clutter [93] 

The Figure 2-30 shows a blacked arm robot. This robot is moving from right hand side of the 

image to the left-hand side. The authors [93] shows the result with the help of green rectangle. 

It is obvious that green rectangle tracks the object properly, while red rectangle is not able to 

track the object when two objects of the same colour are close to each other. 
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2.10. Mathematics primitives and transformations 

Prior to efficiently analysing and handling videos, researchers need to find a vocabulary for 

defining the description of a video. In this research, one also need to recognize the image 

formation process that formed an image given a set of lighting circumstances, scene geometry, 

surface attributes, and camera optics. In this section, the investigator presents a simplified 

primitives and transformations which are required for the video processing and these primitives 

will be used for analytical description of moving objects in the video data. This information 

provides a basis for chapter 3. 

 

2.10.1. Geometric primitives 

The elementary concepts of planar geometry are known to anyone who has learned 

mathematics even at a fundamental level. In fact, they are so much of our everyday practice 

that we take them for granted. At a fundamental level, geometry is the study of points and lines 

and their relationships [94]. These parts play a basic role in image or video data processing. 

 

2.10.1.1. Two dimensional Points and Two-dimensional Lines 

As a normal understanding, a point in the plane may be represented by the pair of coordinates 

as follows: 

 

 (𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑅 R (2.5) 

 

Thus, the above is a common way to identify the plane with plane R. Considering IR2 as a 

vector space, the coordinate pair (x, y) is a vector – a point is identified as a vector [95]. In this 

section the regular notation for points and lines on a plane is introduced. 
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2.10.1.2. Two dimensional Conics 

A conic is a curve defined by a second-degree equation in the plane [96]. In Euclidean geometry 

conics are of three main types: (apart from the so-called degenerate conics, which will be 

defined later) [97]: 

• Hyperbola. 

• Ellipse. 

• Parabola. 

Typically, the above three types of conic are generated as conic sections produced by planes of 

different orientation (the degenerate conics generated from planes which contain the cone 

vertex) [98]. However, a 2D projective geometry of all non-degenerate conics are equivalent 

under projective transformations. The conic equation below is written in inhomogeneous 

coordinates: 

 𝑎𝑥2 + 𝑏𝑥𝑦 + 𝑐𝑦2 + 𝑑𝑥 + 𝑒𝑦 + 𝑓 = 0 (2.6) 

This equation is a second-degree polynomial equation and with further substitutions: 

 𝑥 →
𝑥1

𝑥3
 , 𝑦 →

𝑥2

𝑥3
  (2.7) 

Equation 2.2 becomes: 

 𝑎𝑥1
2 + 𝑏𝑥1𝑥2 + 𝑐𝑥2

2 + 𝑑
𝑥1

𝑥3
+ 𝑒

𝑥2

𝑥3
+ 𝑓𝑥3

2 = 0 (2.8) 

 

And in the matrix form, this can be written as: 

 𝑥𝑇𝐶𝑥 = 0 (2.9) 

 

Where the conic coefficient matrix C is given by: 

 [

𝑎 𝑏/2  𝑑/2
𝑏/2 𝑐 𝑒/2
𝑑/2 𝑒/2 𝑓

] (2.10) 
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The above conic coefficient matrix is symmetric. In the situation of the homogeneous 

representation of points and lines, only the ratios of the matrix elements are important, since 

multiplying C by a non-zero scalar does not affect the above equations. Thus, C is a 

homogeneous representation of a conic. The conic has five degrees of freedom which can be 

thought of as the following ratios: 

 {a ∶  b ∶  c ∶  d ∶  e ∶  f} (2.11) 

 

This is equivalent to the six elements of a symmetric matrix [99] and the Figure 2-31 shows 

the three-conic section, 

 

Figure 2-31: Conic sections [100] 

The first part of the Figure 2-31 shows parabola, cutting plane parallel to the side of cone. The 

second part shows circle and eclipse. The third part shows hyperbola.  

 

2.10.1.3. Three-dimensional Points and Three-dimensional Lines 

The following three-dimensional coordinates are described either using inhomogeneous 

coordinates: 
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 (x, y, z)  ∈  R3  (2.12) 

 

or homogeneous coordinates: 

 (�̃�, �̃�, �̃�, �̃�)   ∈  P3 (2.13) 

 

2.10.1.4. Three-dimensional Planes 

A plane in 3-dimensional space may be written as: 

 𝜋1X + 𝜋2Y + 𝜋3Z + 𝜋4 = 0 (2.14) 

 

Clearly this equation is not affected when multiplied by a non-zero scalar. Therefore, the three 

independent ratios take the following form: 

 𝜋1 ∶  𝜋2 ∶  𝜋3 ∶  𝜋4 (2.15) 

 

The plane coefficients are significant in equation (2.10). This means that any plane has 3 

degrees of freedom in 3-dimensional space. The homogeneous description of the plane is the 

4-dimensional vector as shown below: 

 𝜋 =  (𝜋1, 𝜋2, 𝜋3, 𝜋4)𝑇 (2.16) 

 

One can homogenize equation (2.10) by the replacements described below: 

 𝑋 →
𝑥1

𝑥4
 (2.17) 

 𝑌 →
𝑥2

𝑥4
 (2.18) 

 𝑍 →
𝑥3

𝑥4
 (2.19) 
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Which results in the following: 

 𝜋1𝑥1  +  𝜋2𝑥2  +  𝜋3𝑥3  +  𝜋4𝑥4 =  0 (2.20) 

 

or more concisely, one can write the following: 

 𝜋𝑇𝑋 = 0 (2.21) 

 

Which states that the point X is on the plane π. The first 3 parts of π correspond to the plane 

normal of Euclidean geometry. Therefore, inhomogeneous equation (2.17) becomes the known 

plane equation written in 3-dimensional vector notation as, 

 𝑛. �̃� + 𝑑 = 0 (2.22) 

  

Where, 

 𝑛 = (𝜋1, 𝜋2, 𝜋3)
𝑇 (2.23) 

 

 X̃ = (X, Y, Z)T (2.24) 

  

 𝑥4 = 1 (2.25) 

  

And  

 𝑑 =  𝜋4 (2.26) 

 

Given this, the distance of the plane from the origin is as follows: 
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𝑑

||𝑛||
 (2.27) 

 

 

2.10.2. Transformations 

2.10.2.1. Two-dimensional Transformations 

2.10.2.1.1 Translations 

All the researchers state that moving object trajectories consist of translation of points in the 

plane. Translation is the motion of a body from one point to another in the plane. Simply use a 

point as a normal point at position ‘P1’. This is a simple operation that is easy to be formulated 

mathematically. Let’s move the point from position ‘P1’ to a new position ‘P2’. 

 

Figure 2-32: Translation of two points 

This translation can either be written as, 

 𝑥′ = 𝑥 + 𝑡 (2.28) 

 

Or as, 

 𝑥′ = [𝐼 𝑡]  �̃� (2.29) 

 

Where I is as identity matrix and then the above equation can be written as below: 
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 𝑥′ = [
𝐼 𝑡
0𝑇 1

]  �̃� (2.30) 

 

 

2.10.2.1.2 Rotations 

When trajectories of moving objects are created, the rotation motion of the moving objects is 

considered. Rotation matrix is a matrix that is used to show a rotation in Euclidean space [101]. 

The rotation of object can be written as below: 

  𝑥′ = [𝑅 𝑡] 𝑥 (2.31) 

Where, 

 𝑅 = [
cos 𝜃 − sin 𝜃
sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃

] (2.32) 

We can show the rotation of two points in the Figure 2-33: 

 

Figure 2-33: Two points rotation 

2.10.2.2. Hierarchy of Two-dimensional Transformations 

During the image processing, sometimes detected moving object images are subject to 

geometric distortion introduced by viewpoint irregularities. These irregularities can be 

improved with the help of different transformations. The Figure 2-34 shows the list of 

transformations and names of transformations. 
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Figure 2-34: Image transformation hierarchy [102] 

 

2.10.2.3. Three-dimensional Transformations 

2.10.2.3.1 Translations 

As mentioned in the previous section, translation is the displacement of object from one point 

to another point in the plane. 

This translation can be written as below: 

 𝑥′ = 𝑥 + 𝑡 (2.33) 

 

Or this can also be written as, 
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 𝑥′ = [𝐼 𝑡]  �̃� (2.34) 

 

Where I is as identity matrix with 3 x 3.  

2.10.2.3.2 Rotations 

Axis is an important component to describe the rotation in the 3-dimensional plane. This 

information is needed to describe the rotation of moving object in the video. The Figure 2-35 

shows an example of rotation scenarios about x-axis: 

 

Figure 2-35: Rotation about x-axis [103] 

Let’s assume that there is a point ‘X’ which rotates about x-axis, this can be written as below: 

 𝑋′ = 𝑅𝑋 (𝜃) 𝑋 (2.35) 

 

This can also be written as below if we replace all the components: 

 [

𝑥′
𝑦′

𝑧′
1

] =  [

1 0 0 0
0 cos 𝜃 − sin 𝜃 0
0 sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 0
0 0 0 1

] [

𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
1

]  (2.36) 

 

 

2.10.2.3.3 Exponential twist 
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Exponential twist is used to characterize the rotation motion vector of the body in the plane. 

This is also known as axis-angle representation. This can be used to describe the rotation of a 

moving body in an image. The Figure 2-36 is an example to show exponential twist of a vector. 

 

Figure 2-36: Exponential twist [104] 

This is represented with the help of unit vector and the angle with the vector, so the Figure 2-36 

can be written as below, 

 𝑒 =  𝜃 𝑒 ̂ (2.37) 

Where 𝑒 ̂is the direction of rotation of vector and 𝜃 is the angle of rotation. 

2.10.2.3.4 Unit Quaternions 

The above sections of this thesis have shown that a rotation in three-dimensional planes about 

an axis through the origin can be represented by a 3×3 orthogonal matrix with a determinant 

of 1. However, the matrix representation seems redundant because only four of its nine 

elements are independent [105]. Also, the geometric understanding of such a matrix is not clear 

until we carry out several steps of calculation to extract the rotation axis and angle. 

Furthermore, to compose two rotations, we need to compute the product of the two 

corresponding matrices, which requires twenty-seven multiplications and eighteen additions. 

Quaternions are very efficient for analysing circumstances where rotations in three-

dimensional planes are involved. A quaternion is a 4-tuple, which is a more concise 

representation than a rotation matrix. Its geometric meaning is also more obvious as the rotation 
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axis and angle can be trivially recovered. The quaternion algebra to be introduced will also 

allow us to easily compose rotations. This is because quaternion composition takes merely 

sixteen multiplications and twelve additions. 

 

2.10.3. Point Operators 

The most basic kinds of image processing transform are point operators, where each output 

pixel’s value depends on only the corresponding input pixel value (plus, potentially, some 

globally collected information or parameters) [106]. Examples of such operators include 

brightness and contrast adjustments as well as colour correction and transformations. Usually, 

in the image processing literature, such operations are also known as point processes [107]. 

The Figure 2-37 shows a digital representation of an image. 

 

Figure 2-37: Digital image [108] 

2.10.3.1. Pixel Transformation 

A general image processing operation is a function that takes one or more input images and 

produces an output image. In the continuous domain, this can be written as below [109]: 

 𝑔(𝑥) = ℎ(𝑓(𝑥)) (2.38) 
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Or, this can also be written as below if we replace input image: 

 𝑔(𝑥) = ℎ(𝑓0(𝑥), 𝑓1(𝑥), … , 𝑓𝑛(𝑥)) (2.39) 

Where, ℎ, is the transformation function and 𝑓𝑛(𝑥) is the input image. 

 

2.10.3.2. Histogram Equalization 

Histogram equalization uses a monotonic, non-linear mapping which re-assigns the intensity 

values of pixels in the input image such that the output image contains a uniform distribution 

of intensities (i.e. a flat histogram). This technique is used in image comparison processes 

(because it is an effective enhancement) and in the improvement of non-linear effects 

introduced by, say, a digitizer or display system [110]. This image compression function played 

a vital role in moving objects detection. 

 

2.11. Conclusion 

Despite the research that is highlighted above which has, no doubt, made a good contribution 

in this area of interest, there are still unresolved problems which need to be explored. This 

chapter discusses different aspects needed for this research for video analysis.  First, the author 

discusses the mathematical requirements for the main aim of reconstruction of incremental 

trajectories. This include the survey of different available methods and finding of methods best 

suited for this research requirements. Similarly, to ease the calculation and make the trajectory 

re-construction process fast, building a framework needs projection and manipulation of the 

visual scene under observation. These aspects are researched, and different approaches are 

examined to select the appropriate method. These approaches are mostly used during 

implementation of the framework. 

The reviewed literature mostly concerns the methods for extraction and classification based on 

direct processing of the image frames obtained from the input visual stream. Very rarely if ever 

they consider the logical relationships between static and dynamic entities of the environment, 

which is of principal importance for any real-time application. It would be difficult to 

recognise, for instance, a pattern of a "man walking in a corridor" in a building based on the 
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methods analysed in this chapter, because such a scenario would involve processing of too 

many information that needs to be processed in real-time: identification of the background in 

the scene, recognition of the walking activity, estimation of the distances between different 

entities involved, tracking of moving parts of moving human object, establishing the direction 

of movement for a limited period of time, etc. This might be possible by visual data processing 

methods in some identical conditions, but this would require huge computational power 

because of the volume of information which needs to be processed in real time and the 

complexity of the images which contain many layers of information. The original problem can 

be simplified by splitting the analysis limited to the required information only – first a 

researcher must detect the moving human object with essential features which needs to be 

analysed into the input visual stream. Then we have tracked the moving parts of the moving 

object. These are the required information from visual scene and need processing from input 

stream data. Afterwards, we will have to do data post processing in order to find the direction 

of motion, view direction etc. These data post processing tasks need less computation power 

and are possible in real time. These are necessary for re-construction of moving object 

trajectories and enriching it by organising it into efficient model. The model-driven analysis 

and information holding simplify the analysis and reconstruction of moving object trajectories  

The research conducted in this chapter in several areas related to video analysis and re-

construction of moving object trajectories from visual data input has raised the awareness not 

only of the available methods with their advantages, but also of their limitations; amongst them 

are: 

• An efficient reconstruction of moving object trajectory from the video in real time. 

• An intelligent algorithm is needed to improve the moving object trajectory processing 

time in order to enhance the performance of the overall system. 

This is extremely important for the success of this research like any other research; its 

requirements must be well-informed, and options are selected carefully. The aim of the 

extraction methods is to successfully identify static and moving objects in the input visual scene 

taken by a physical camera, which can be monitoring different environments. The classification 

methods try to classify the moving objects and movements in order to establish their 

trajectories. 
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This research aims to investigate which features are most likely to help in the detection of 

moving object in visual scene and which algorithms are best suited for the detection task from 

visual input. It may be possible to improve on existing algorithms by tailoring them or by 

combining with some other techniques. There are several machine learning techniques 

available for training classifiers and regression-based techniques. Methods of training, 

validating and testing these are recommended in the machine learning literature. The next 

chapter introduces the conceptualization of framework and describing the model needed for 

the re-construction of moving object trajectories. The literature contains some examples of 

combination of the different methods - to make the analysis of visual scene fast and accurate. 

However, none of the reviewed frameworks considers incorporating of a full data model driven 

by real world data that would be used for reconstruction of trajectories in real time. These 

frameworks are compared comprehensively in chapter 6. Chapter 3 documents the various 

improvements made to the model and chapter 4 describes the required classifiers and their 

usage. 
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3. Conceptualization of moving objects trajectories framework 

Humans can recognize and reconstruct the moving object trajectory based on visual 

observation and individual level of knowledge. Now, in this age of advanced technology, it is 

necessary to delegate the process of extracting information to machines.  

The benefits of this would: 

- Allow anyone to automate the tracking and reconstruction of human body movements 

by the machines. 

- Improve security and safety management. 

- Gain better business customer insight. 

- Further advance analysis of human movements in different fields (like in sport or in 

educational institutes), etc. 

Performing such information extraction in real time is a challenging task, due to the necessity 

of combining complex visual as well as analytical data processing which requires a significant 

amount of computing resources. 

Whereas the processing of visual data is simpler due to current technological developments, 

but this requires model based information extraction which makes the task much more difficult. 

There are several ways to model a moving object, which helps in the reconstruction of its 

trajectories. This chapter will, therefore, discuss a few different models in order to make the 

trajectories reconstruction process efficient and easy. 

The demonstration of the moving objects in graphical models takes different shapes at different 

stages of this research process. 

 

3.1. Types of the trajectories of moving object 

Moving human object trajectories can be classified into four different types depending upon 

the view of extracting information which are provided below. 
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3.1.1. Dynamic trajectories 

These trajectories are perceived directly from visual observation of physical movements and 

body parts of individuals moving object in an input video stream. An example of this type of 

trajectory can be a person walking in a corridor. 

 

3.1.2. Cognitive trajectories 

Trajectories are directed by goals of a moving object, intentions and actions in pursuit of 

reaching them. An example of a cognitive trajectory is, when a customer enters a grocery shop 

and picks items from the shelves. 

 

3.1.3. Psychological trajectories 

Moving human object trajectories are driven by the emotional state of moving objects. For 

instance, when a person is crying and going to a bedroom. 

 

3.1.4. Social trajectories 

These trajectories depend upon the interrelations that exist between moving human objects and 

their actions towards each other, such as a kid walking towards their mother or two friends 

meeting with each other. 

The desire of this research is on extracting information about moving objects for all the                            

above type of trajectories from input video stream. There is another way of extracting 

information of moving object by analysing the above-named trajectories. The scrutinization 

analysis of the various types of trajectories will improve the accuracy of the moving object 

trajectory’s outcome and even add the possibility of trajectories prediction. The main aim of 

this research is to gather information on moving human object(s) and their moving parts from 

an input video stream in order to re-construct the moving object trajectory. As stated above, a 

moving object is tracked based on the use of models, which help in the reconstruction of its 

trajectories. This will be discussed below in further details. 
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3.2. Models of the moving object for trajectories reconstruction 

The research initially started with a dot-shape based model. However, after exploring the 

possible benefits and limitations, a decision was taken to switch to a triangle-shape based 

model. These models are discussed below. 

 

3.2.1. Trajectories of dot-based model 

In this model, a human moving object is represented with a dot. Initially, the first step of this 

research was to model the whole moving object in a dot-based model as illustrated in Figure 

3-1 :  

 

Figure 3-1: Trajectory with the help of dot-based model [111] 

The moving object is walking in a forward direction in the above screenshot of the video where 

the red dots represent the different positions of the moving human object through different 

video frames. Such a continuous stream of these dots helps in the reconstruction of the 

trajectory of the object. These dots are approximate positions in each frame. 
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3.2.1.1. Benefits of usage of dot-based model 

The moving object is tracked in the video and is represented by a dot shape. Mathematical 

representation of the dots is simple and needs co-ordinates for the reconstruction of trajectories. 

Modelling the object with the dot-based model is easy and needs relatively less processing 

resources when compared to a complex trajectory model. In this case, only a minimal amount 

of information is extracted for the purpose of trajectory reconstruction.  

 

3.2.1.2. Theory about usage of dot-based model 

The displacement in the space leads to changes in the spatial-temporal state since object 

movement from one place to another is time-bound and is expressed with the help of a dot 

coordinates at a time instance 1 as shown below. 

 𝐷𝑡1 = (𝑥𝑡1, 𝑦𝑡1) (3.1) 

Similarly, this is shown at time instance ‘n’, 

 𝐷𝑡𝑛 = (𝑥𝑡𝑛, 𝑦𝑡𝑛) (3.2) 

As such, for the purposes of reconstructing the trajectory of the object, this model requires less 

information from the video. 

 

3.2.1.3. Input and output of dot-based model 

The input of this dot-based model is a video input stream and it processes one video frame at a 

time. The model detects the moving object(s) in the video frame and locates its centroid. The 

result of the graphical output of this process is shown in the picture above entitled ‘Trajectory 

with the help of dot-based model’. The textual output generated by this model from the console 

is shown in the Figure 3-2:  
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Figure 3-2: Textual output of dot shape-based model in the console 

The console output processes each video frame at a time during which it finds the moving 

object and subsequently reports its x and y co-ordinates. 

 

3.2.1.4. Limitation of dot-based model 

This dot shape-based model is limited in its illustration of different sizes as well as actions of 

human moving objects. For example, if an object bends or is seated the dot-based model has 

no way of representing that information. 

 

3.2.2. Updating from dot-based model to prismatic model 

After considering the above limitations, the dot-based model was discarded in favour of the 

prismatic model. The aim of developing the prismatic shape-based model is to introduce more 

information about the moving object’s trajectory.   

 

3.2.3. Trajectories of prismatic model 

The representation of the moving object in this model is done with a prismatic shape instead 

of single sphere-based model, which allows for a comprehensive coverage of the object. See 

the Figure 3-3 for an illustration.   
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Figure 3-3: Trajectory with the help of prismatic model [111] 

As shown in Figure 3-3, the prismatic shape-based model draws the prismatic shape in each 

frame, which covers the moving object and the information of these prismatic changes 

formulates the trajectory of the moving object while maintaining the same correct position of 

the moving object as it was in the dot-shape based model.  

 

3.2.3.1. Benefits of using a prismatic model 

The prismatic shape-based model helps in estimating the size of the object and provides the 

potential of using prismatic shapes to represent different parts of the object. i.e. one prismatic 

shape for each of the 4 limbs etc. This may also allow for the creation of a new shape, modelled 

after a part of an object in motion. For instance, when you wave your arm (which is represented 

by one prismatic shape) in a full circle motion, it creates a sphere. 

3.2.3.2. Theory of the prismatic model usage 

This model is represented with three coordinates and the value of these coordinates change for 

each video frame each time the moving object(s) change(s) the position. This can be 

represented as shown below for an initial time instance, 
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 𝑃1𝑡1 = (𝑥𝑝1𝑡1, 𝑦𝑝1𝑡1) (3.3) 

 

 𝑃2𝑡1 = (𝑥𝑝2𝑡1, 𝑦𝑝2𝑡1) (3.4) 

 

 𝑃3𝑡1 = (𝑥𝑝3𝑡1, 𝑦𝑝3𝑡1) (3.5) 

Similarly, for time instance ‘n’, these co-ordinates can be shown as below: 

 𝑃1𝑡𝑛 = (𝑥𝑝1𝑡𝑛, 𝑦𝑝1𝑡𝑛) (3.6) 

 

 𝑃2𝑡𝑛 = (𝑥𝑝2𝑡𝑛, 𝑦𝑝2𝑡𝑛) (3.7) 

 

 𝑃3𝑡𝑛 = (𝑥𝑝3𝑡𝑛, 𝑦𝑝3𝑡𝑛) (3.8) 

The continuous stream of values of the equations above, reconstruct the trajectories of moving 

objects. 

 

3.2.3.3. Input and output of the prismatic model 

Input of this prismatic shape-based model is the video which consists of multiple frames and it 

processes each frame at a time. Graphical output is shown in the Figure 3-3 and the Figure 3-4 

is a screenshot of the console output of the detected points for a moving object. 
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Figure 3-4: Textual Console output of the prismatic model 

As shown in Figure 3-4, each frame is processed one at a time and after that, it tries to detect 

the moving object. If the object is detected, it then tries to find the three co-ordinates to draw a 

prismatic shape and this shape covers the whole body of the moving object.  

 

3.2.3.4. The limitations of the prismatic model  

Although the prismatic model provides better coverage and therefore a more accurate size of 

the object when compared to the dot-shape based model, it is nonetheless, not an exact size.  

Furthermore, this model neither covers any bending motion of the moving object nor the 

thickness (or width) of the moving object. 

 

3.2.4. Transformation of the prismatic model to a sphere-based model 

To overcome the above-mentioned weaknesses, the prismatic model was transformed into a 

sphere-based model which is capable of representing more information.  
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3.2.5. Trajectories of sphere-based model 

This sphere-based model creates continuous spheres covering the moving object’s body at 

different frames and the continuous stream of these spheres reconstructs the moving object’s 

trajectory as shown in Figure 3-5. 

 

Figure 3-5: Trajectories of the sphere-based model [111] 

 

3.2.5.1. Benefits of usage of sphere-based model 

This sphere-based model provides a more accurate size of the moving object compared to the 

prismatic model and it needs less information to draw the sphere around the object. This model 

also estimates the width of the moving object.  

 

3.2.5.2. Theory about usage of sphere-based model 

To draw a sphere around a moving object, the centre point of the object within a scene must be 

located first. For example, a centre of an object can be the abdominal area. Once the centre is 

located, the furthest point from it is then calculated and the sphere is drawn around the 
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object/individual. For instance, when a centre is the abdominal area, the furthest other point 

from it is the head and/or feet.  

This furthest distance acts as the sphere radius of the moving object while the centre of the 

body acts as the centre point of the sphere. At time instance ‘t1’, the centre point can be 

expressed as: 

 𝑆𝑡1 = (𝑥𝑡1, 𝑦𝑡1) (3.9) 

And the radius as, 

 𝑅𝑡1 = 𝑙𝑡1 (3.10) 

 

Similarly, for time instance ‘tn’, the above two equations can be written as, 

 𝑆𝑡𝑛 = (𝑥𝑡𝑛, 𝑦𝑡𝑛) (3.11) 

 

 𝑅𝑡𝑛 = 𝑙𝑡𝑛 (3.12) 

 

3.2.5.3. Input and output of sphere-based model 

The input of the sphere-based model is a video, whereby, each frame is processed one at a time. 

Next, the moving object in each frame is detected and the sphere’s centre point along with its 

radius are determined. To illustrate, the graphical screenshot is shown in the Figure 3-5 and the 

textual console values are shown in Figure 3-6.  
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Figure 3-6: Textual values of sphere-based model  

As shown in Figure 3-6, each frame contains the centre of a sphere and the radius data and this 

information is only available if there is a moving object in the frame. The first frame does not 

have any moving object; hence no value is associated with that. 

 

3.2.5.4. Limitation of sphere-based model 

A limitation of this model lies in the assumption that the width as well as the height of the 

object in motion is the same in all directions. This is due to the fact that, the sphere-based model 

does not allow for the proper detection of object rotation. 

 

3.2.6. Updating from spheres-based model to seven spheres-based 

model 

After considering the above limitations, the model was further improved and developed to be 

seven spheres-based model. The goal of this update is to capture more information on the 

trajectories of the moving object and their respective moving parts. 
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3.2.7. Trajectories of seven spheres-based model 

The seven spheres-based model creates a continuous sphere covering the body of the moving 

object and the resultant stream of values reconstruct the trajectory; the capture of such 

information is depicted in the Figure 3-7. 

 

Figure 3-7: Trajectories of seven spheres based-model [111] 

The Figure 3-7 above shows a moving object, heading in a forward direction and its associated 

seven spheres-based model draws the seven sphere shapes each time for each frame around the 

individual and their related parts. 

 

3.2.7.1. Benefits of usage of seven spheres-based model 

The seven sphere-based model gives a more accurate size of the moving object compared to 

the single sphere model; this model also helps in estimating the width of the moving object.  

The model not only shows the information of a moving object, but also tracks related moving 

parts. 
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3.2.7.2. Theory about usage of seven spheres-based model 

In a seven sphere-based model, a sphere is drawn for each part of the body. To do this, first, 

the centre point, which can be an elbow in the case of an arm and is identified once. The next 

task is to locate the furthest point from it, which can be the shoulder and/or the fingers and this 

will make up the radius of the sphere. This sphere is then representative of an arm. The same 

applies to the other arm as well as all other limbs. At time instance ‘t1’, the centre point can be 

expressed as: 

 

 𝑆𝑡1 = (𝑥𝑡1, 𝑦𝑡1) (3.13) 

And the radius as, 

 𝑅𝑡1 = 𝑙𝑡1 (3.14) 

 

Similarly, for the time instance ‘tn’, the above two equations can be written as below: 

 𝑆𝑡𝑛 = (𝑥𝑡𝑛, 𝑦𝑡𝑛) (3.15) 

 

 𝑅𝑡𝑛 = 𝑙𝑡𝑛 (3.16) 

 

The above equation is for the sphere representing one arm, similarly, there’s an equation for 

the other arm and the rest of the other limbs. 

 

3.2.7.3. Input and output of seven spheres-based model 

The input of this seven sphere-based model is identical to that of the single sphere-based model 

with the exception of the output where the output in this model is a stream of seven sphere 

instead of one. To illustrate this, the graphical screenshot is shown in the Figure 3-7 with the 

title ‘Trajectories of the seven sphere-based model’ and the textual console values are shown 

in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8: Textual values of seven spheres-based model 

As shown in Figure 3-8, each frame contains the centre of a sphere and the radius data and this 

information is only available if there is a moving object in the frame. The first frame does not 

have any moving object; hence no such data is available of the analysis. 

 

3.2.8. Brief characterization of models 

As mentioned previously, the dot-based model is simple and needs little information to be 

extracted from the video, but it does not hold the information about the size of the moving 

object. Similarly, the prismatic model has few details about the size of the moving object, but 

those details do not cover each part of the moving object. The prismatic model is complex and 

needs more data extraction from the input video, while the sphere-based model is simple and a 

step closer to capturing the proper dimensions of the moving object. Based on the above 

information, the choice was made to use the seven spheres-based model, which does not only 

show the moving object but also each of its moving parts. 

 

3.3. Moving object depth calculation 

One challenging factor in this research is to find the distance between a camera and the moving 

object which is also known as depth calculation. There are a few known methods to perform 

depth calculation, but such methods have their own limitations. For instance, some of them 
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need an exact camera focal length and other values for calibration while others suggest using 

two cameras. 

This research uses a simple and easy way to solve this challenge because all the models 

described in the above sections have co-ordinates values about the moving object and its 

moving parts. These values can be used to find the depth distance when considering the 

environment as shown in the Figure 3-9. 

 

Figure 3-9: Moving object at point P1 and P2 at two different time instances 

The Figure 3-9 shows that there is one moving object in the environment and initially, at time 

‘t1’ this moving object is at point ‘P1’, while later at time instance ‘t2’, the object moves to point 

‘P2’. 

Let’s assume that the above is an explanation of the two video frames of the same video at two 

different time instances; the figure shows that the video frame has 100 pixels in x-axis direction 

and 100 pixels in y-axis direction with a camera at the bottom centre position of the frame. 

Let’s further assume that the point ‘P1’ at time instance ‘t1’ can be shown as below: 

 𝑃1 = (65, 40) (3.17) 

Similarly, point ‘P2’ at time instance ‘t2’ can be shown as below: 

 𝑃2 = (30, 60) (3.18) 

So, the distance between the camera and the point ‘P1’ can be calculated as below: 
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 𝐷1 = 100 − 40 (3.19) 

 

 𝐷1 = 60 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠 (3.20) 

 

Similarly, the distance between the camera and the point ‘P2’ can be calculated as below: 

 𝐷2 = 100 − 60 (3.21) 

 

 𝐷2 =  40 (3.22) 

The above explanation is illustrated in the Figure 3-10 detailing the calculation of the distance 

between a moving object and the camera. 

 

Figure 3-10: Moving object distance from camera 
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3.4. Origin manipulation 

3.4.1. Normal Origin 

In this research, the normal two-dimensional space origin is considered to be at the top left (or 

in three-dimensional space, at the top left bottom) corner as shown in Figure.3-11: 

 

Figure.3-11: Normal space with origin at top left corner 
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All figures and descriptions in this document use 2D space representation so as to characterise 

the details clearly and easily. The camera is assumed to be at the bottom centre of the space 

and this place is standardised with the help of origin. 

This calibration is not easy to understand since the origin of the scene and the camera are in 

two different places and it depends upon the space rather than the position of the camera.  

From the Figure.3-11, the equation of the origin can be written as shown below, where origin 

is at ‘xo0’ on x-axis and similarly at ‘yo0’ on y-axis: 

 

 O = (𝑥𝑂0, 𝑦𝑂0)  (3.23) 

 

And the position of the camera is represented below which is at a different place when 

compared to the origin position in the scene: 

 𝐶 =  (𝑥𝐶0,   𝑦𝐶0)  (3.24) 

 

While the position of the sphere is denoted as: 

 S = (𝑥𝑆0, 𝑦𝑆𝑂) (3.25) 

 

The vector from a camera to the sphere can be written as: 

 𝐶𝑆⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  = 𝐶 − 𝑆  (3.26) 

 𝐶𝑆⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  =  (𝑥𝑆𝑂 − 𝑥𝑐0, 𝑦𝑠0 − 𝑦𝑐0) (3.27) 

 

The length of the vector can be written as: 

 | 𝐶𝑆⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  | =  √(𝑥𝑆𝑂 − 𝑥𝑐0)2 + (𝑦𝑠0 − 𝑦𝑐0)2  (3.28) 
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3.4.2. Origin at camera location 

To make the calculation of the moving object’s displacement easy, the origin needs to be moved 

to the camera position and the red rectangles are used in Figure 3-12 to denote the updated 

calibrations. 

 

Figure 3-12: Modified space with the origin at camera location 

 

Let’s assume that new origin position can be written as below: 
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 𝑂′ = (𝑥𝑜0  +  𝑎 , 𝑦𝑜0 + 𝑏) (3.29) 

 

Where, 

‘a’ is the displacement value of origin along X-Axis, 

While, 

‘b’ is the displacement value of origin along Y-Axis. 

 

Due to the above origin displacement, the camera position will be the same as origin: 

 𝐶′ = (𝑥𝑜0  +  𝑎 , 𝑦𝑜0 + 𝑏) (3.30) 

 

The position of a sphere with the help of new origin can be written as: 

 𝑆′ = (𝑥𝑠0 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑠0 −  𝑏)  (3.31) 

 

By default, value ‘a’ and ‘b’ should be subtracted from the original value of the sphere and if, 

origin displacement involves a crossing of the sphere position then the final value should be 

multiplied by -1. 

Now, the new vector between camera and sphere can be written as: 

 𝐶′𝑆′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  =  𝐶′⃗⃗  ⃗ − 𝑆′⃗⃗⃗   (3.32) 

 

 𝐶′𝑆′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  =  (  (𝑥𝑠0 − 𝑎) − (𝑥𝑜0  +  𝑎) ,   (𝑦𝑠0 −  𝑏) − (𝑦𝑜0 + 𝑏) )  (3.33) 

 

Then, the length of the vector can be given as: 

 𝐶′𝑆′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  =  √((𝑥𝑠0 − 𝑎) − (𝑥𝑜0  +  𝑎))2 + ((𝑦𝑠0 −  𝑏) − (𝑦𝑜0 + 𝑏) )2   (3.34) 
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3.4.3. Origin at camera location and the use of a circle to estimate 

distance.  

The circle is used to calculate the distance between the sphere and the camera in the space. The 

circle radius will be the same for the sphere anywhere in the space, as illustrated in Figure 3-13. 

 

Figure 3-13: Modified space with the origin at camera location and use circle for distance calculation 

 

As stated in the previous section there are two equations 2.5 and 2.6 which are sufficient in 

order to calculate the angles between vector and axis. 
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If 𝐶′𝑆′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   is the vector between a camera and a sphere then the angle from X-axis can be written 

as below, 

 cosθ = 
𝐶′𝑆′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

𝑥

𝐶′𝑆′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  
 (3.35) 

and if the values are replaced then, 

 cos 𝜃 =
(𝑥𝑠0 − 𝑎) − (𝑥𝑜0  +  𝑎)

√((𝑥𝑠0 − 𝑎) − (𝑥𝑜0  +  𝑎))2 + ((𝑦𝑠0 −  𝑏) − (𝑦𝑜0 + 𝑏) )2 
 (3.36) 

Similarly, for Y- axis, 

 sin 𝜃 =  
𝐶′𝑆′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

𝑦

𝐶′𝑆′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  
 (3.37) 

and if the values are replaced, then, 

 sin 𝜃 =  
(𝑦𝑠0 −  𝑏) − (𝑦𝑜0 + 𝑏)

√((𝑥𝑠0 − 𝑎) − (𝑥𝑜0  +  𝑎))2 + ((𝑦𝑠0 −  𝑏) − (𝑦𝑜0 + 𝑏) )2
 (3.38) 

  

3.5. Sample space with objects 

Space is considered to be as a frame of a video and there can be multiple instances of space 

with respect to time (i.e. the number of frames of a video at different time instances). Positions 

of objects within the space can be different at different time instances and few objects can have 

continuous motions and finally disappear from the space, while some other objects may move 

at a later/different time instance. There is also the possibility of one or more objects to be 

completely stationery or not moving at all in the space.  

 

3.5.1. Space at initial time instance 

To understand clearly what is stated above, 3 objects in the space are considered in Figure 3-14. 

Consider a grey sphere, which can be shown as: 
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 𝐺 = (𝑥𝑔0 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑔0 − 𝑏) (3.39) 

Similarly, a blue sphere as: 

 𝐵 = (𝑥𝑏0 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑏𝑜 − 𝑏) (3.40) 

And finally, a purple sphere as: 

 𝑃 = (𝑥𝑝0 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑝0 − 𝑏) (3.41) 

The above descriptions of the spheres’ position within the space are presented in the Figure 

3-14. 
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Figure 3-14: Sample space with three different objects 

The Figure 3-15 is illustrated from a real-life video example (shown below), which details the 

3 spheres depicted above being mapped based on the 3 objects detected below. 
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Figure 3-15: Sample space example in a video [112] 

3.5.2. Space at final time instance 

The Grey sphere (on the right-hand side of figure 3-14) was in a continuous motion and 

eventually disappears from the space entirely. The final position of the sphere can be specified 

as, 

 𝐺𝑓 = (∞,∞) (3.42) 

While, in the mid-time instances, the position of the grey sphere is specified as,  

 𝐺𝑚 = (𝑥𝑔𝑚 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑔𝑚 − 𝑏) (3.43) 

The Blue sphere starts motion after several time instances and this sphere is still in the space 

and can be specified as, 

 𝐵𝑓 = (𝑥𝑏𝑓 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑏𝑓 − 𝑏) (3.44) 

The blue sphere’s initial position in time (before motion) is specified as, 

 𝐵𝑚 = (𝑥𝑏0 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑏0 − 𝑏) (3.45) 
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The Purple sphere has similar behaviour as the blue sphere, which is specified in the following 

two different equations: 

 𝑃𝑓 = (𝑥𝑝𝑓 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑝𝑓 − 𝑏) (3.46) 

 𝑃𝑚 = (𝑥𝑝0 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑝0 − 𝑏) (3.47) 

The Figure 3-16 illustrates the two spheres being in the space with the exception of the grey 

sphere which has left the space. 

 

Figure 3-16: Space sample at final time instance 
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The object-based representation in the Figure 3-16, corresponds to the video example shown 

below which illustrates the 3rd (grey sphere denoted) object having left the scene at a final time 

instance. 

 

Figure 3-17: Video space sample at final time instance [112] 

The Figure 3-18, is the middle-time instance of the video showing the grey denoted object still 

in the scene (during continuous motion). 
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Figure 3-18: Video space sample at middle time instance [112] 

3.6. Movements in space 

All the movements of objects in the space must be tracked in order to provide effective 

trajectories which consist of several types of motions. A few important types of motions are 

discussed below. 

3.6.1. Continuous linear motion moving object 

The author considers the linear motion when sphere is moving in a straight direction without 

doing any rotation action and generates the simple trajectory.  

Continuous linear motion is the movement of an object in a straight direction, free from any 

rotation. This results in a simple trajectory, which is discussed further below. 

The grey-sphere denoted object’s position discussed previously, moved in a direct, linear 

motion and its continuous motion vector is shown below.  

 𝐺𝐶 = (𝑥𝑔𝑐 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑔𝑐 − 𝑏) (3.48) 

The equations below specify the continuous motion vector at different time instances, 1 and 2 

respectively.  
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 𝐺𝑐1 = (𝑥𝑔𝑐1 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑔𝑐1 − 𝑏) (3.49) 

And  

   𝐺𝑐2 = (𝑥𝑔𝑐2 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑔𝑐2 − 𝑏) (3.50) 

 

So, the angle from X-axis for the first vector can be calculated as, 

 cos 𝜃𝑐1 =
𝐺𝑥𝑐1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

𝐺𝑐1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 

 (3.51) 

And as shown below when replaced with the actual values. 

 
cos 𝜃𝑐1 = 

𝑥𝑔𝑐1 − 𝑎

√(𝑥𝑔𝑐1 − 𝑎)
2
+ (𝑦𝑔𝑐1 − 𝑏)

2
 

(3.52) 

 

Similarly, the second vector’s angle from X-axis, can be calculated as, 

 cos 𝜃𝑐2 =
𝐺𝑥𝑐2
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

𝐺𝑐2
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 

 (3.53) 

This become as shown below when replaced with the actual values. 

 
cos 𝜃𝑐2 = 

𝑥𝑔𝑐2 − 𝑎

√(𝑥𝑔𝑐2 − 𝑎)
2
+ (𝑦𝑔𝑐2 − 𝑏)

2
 

(3.54) 

  

As the motion is linear, the angle between x-axis and vectors is the same at any and all time 

instances. 

 cos 𝜃𝑐1 = cos 𝜃𝑐2 (3.55) 

 

Similarly, the first vector’s angle from Y-axis, can be calculated as, 
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 sin ∅𝑐1 =
𝐺𝑦𝑐1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

𝐺𝑐1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 

 (3.56) 

And as shown below when it is replaced with the actual values. 

 
sin ∅𝑐1 = 

𝑦𝑔𝑐1 − 𝑎

√(𝑥𝑔𝑐1 − 𝑎)
2
+ (𝑦𝑔𝑐1 − 𝑏)

2
 

(3.57) 

 

Then, the second vector’s angle from Y-axis, can be calculated as below: 

 sin ∅𝑐2 =
𝐺𝑦𝑐2
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

𝐺𝑐2
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 

 (3.58) 

And as shown below when it is replaced with the actual values. 

 
sin ∅𝑐2 = 

𝑦𝑔𝑐2 − 𝑎

√(𝑥𝑔𝑐2 − 𝑎)
2
+ (𝑦𝑔𝑐2 − 𝑏)

2
 

(3.59) 

  

As the motion is linear, the angle between y-axis and the vectors is the same at any and all-

time instances. 

 sin ∅𝑐1 = sin ∅𝑐2 (3.60) 

 

The same equivalence applies when considering the Z-axis’s angle with the vector, which is 

shown in the Figure 3-19 by the person walking from frame number 160 to frame number 202. 
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Figure 3-19: Continuous linear motion [112] 

Red rectangle in the Figure 3-19 is drawn manually to show the object is in a phone 

conversation. 

3.6.2. Static object start motion 

The motion is shown by the blue sphere in the above space and at initial time instance the 

sphere was not moving but after few time instances, the sphere starts doing so.  Initially, there 

is no trajectory for this type of motion, however, it will start appearing after few time instances. 

In this case, the blue sphere can have any type of motion (linear or rotational). The general 

continuous tracking of the sphere will be shown as below: 

 𝐵𝐶 = (𝑥𝑏𝑐 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑏𝑐 − 𝑏) (3.61) 

As this sphere was not moving initially and after few time instances, it starts its motion, so 

vectors at two different time instances can be given as below: 

 𝐵𝑐1 = (0, 0) (3.62) 

And  
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   𝐵𝑐2 = (𝑥𝑏𝑐2 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑏𝑐2 − 𝑏) (3.63) 

 

In the sample video, the object shown in Figure 3-20 starts moving after frame number 77. 

 

Figure 3-20: Object start moving after few time instances [112] 

3.6.3. Static object picked up by another moving object 

In the sample space shown in the Figure 3-14, the purple sphere is a static object and this sphere 

starts moving with the help of another object. The motion of a purple sphere can be shown as 

below: 

 𝑃𝐶 = (𝑥𝑝𝑐 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑝𝑐 − 𝑏) (3.64) 

As this sphere was not moving initially then it starts its motion, so vectors at two different time 

instances can be given as below: 

 𝑃𝑐1 = (0, 0) (3.65) 

And  
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   𝑃𝑐2 = (𝑥𝑝𝑐2 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑝𝑐2 − 𝑏) (3.66) 

 

In the sample video, this static object starts moving with the help of another object from frame 

number 478. This is shown in the Figure 3-21. 

 

Figure 3-21: Static object start moving with the help of other object [112] 

3.6.4. Moving object disappearing from the scene 

In the sample space, the grey sphere disappears from the space; this is shown in the Figure 3-16 

with the title of final time instance and that changes the moving object trajectory. The 

continuous generation of vector for this type of object can be expressed as below, 

 𝐺𝐶 = (𝑥𝑔𝑐 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑔𝑐 − 𝑏) (3.67) 

Let’s assume that the following two vectors show the position at two different time instances 

as stated below, 

 𝐺𝑐1 = (𝑥𝑔𝑐1 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑔𝑐1 − 𝑏) (3.68) 

And  
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   𝐺𝑐2 = (𝑥𝑔𝑐2 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑔𝑐2 − 𝑏) (3.69) 

But for this case of disappeared sphere, there should be another final explanation to show this 

disappearance as expressed below: 

   𝐺𝑐3 = (∞,∞) (3.70) 

 

In the sample video, the grey sphere (the person) disappears from the video and this happens 

from the frame number close to 252. 

 

Figure 3-22: Sphere disappear from the space 

 

3.6.5. Moving object rotation motion 

In the example explained above, the blue sphere is having the rotation motion. Tracking the 

rotation with the help of a single sphere will not be easy and there should be some reference 

points on the sphere in order to explain the rotation. At a later stage of this research this single 

sphere is replaced with multiple spheres and each sphere shows the different part of body and 

makes the rotation motion tracking easy and possible.  
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For the explanation at this instance, the tracking of these reference points in a single sphere can 

be expressed as below,   

 𝐵𝑐𝑛 = (𝑥𝑏𝑐𝑛 − 𝑎, 𝑦𝑏𝑐𝑛 − 𝑏) (3.71) 

Where, 

‘n’ shows the number of reference point in the sphere. 

The post calculation on vectors of different reference points helps in showing the rotation 

motion of a sphere. 

At the example of the video, the blue sphere has a rotation motion in frame number near 404 

and this is shown in the picture below. 

 

Figure 3-23: Rotation action of sphere 

The red rectangle in the Figure 3-23 is used to show that the object is active. This red rectangle 

is drawn manually.  
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3.7. Conclusion 

The extraction of information for re-construction of moving object trajectory directly from an 

input video stream is a difficult task due to the complex nature of visual data that needs to be 

processed. Format, resolution, frame rate of the input stream, physical capabilities and 

limitations of hardware, or the ever-changing environmental conditions such as illumination 

variations or dynamic cluttering which all have an impact on the visual output that must be 

tracked in real-time.  

The main goal of this research is to construct an efficient framework for real-time re-

construction of moving object trajectories and tracking the moving parts of moving object. This 

is based on dynamic movements of individuals or groups of individuals moving in enclosed 

public spaces at walking speeds using information extracted from live input video stream.  

The key to the success of this task is the implementation of efficient algorithms for recognition 

of the moving human objects and their moving parts using data from input stream about the 

objects in the scene, their location within the space of the scene with estimation of the 

dimensions of their constituent parts and information about the direction of possible movement.  

The approach, which is adopted in this research, is based on replacing the necessity for moving 

object of the entire video stream with seven sphere based model and approximate information 

generated by the algorithm. This approach was originally presented in articles [113] [114] and 

is elaborated in two subsequent articles prepared for publication (in 2016 and 2018). 

Different moving objects models are discussed in this section. The author explored the benefits 

and limitations of different proposed models and uses these models in the framework of 

reconstruction of moving object trajectories. The manipulation of the centre of origin of the 

environment is also discussed in this section.   

Since the algorithm is processing data in matrix data format programming techniques, it is 

anticipated that the data will be output in a standard vector notation to describe the location, 

velocity, dimensions and orientation of a moving object and parts identified in the input video 

stream. In order to represent more complex motions, the input data can be extended to include 

twisting, bending, rotation, and so on. Such data can be also represented in XML format. The 

theoretical foundations for such an extension is discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
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4. Classifiers for moving object trajectories reconstruction 

In this research, the algorithm’s task is to detect a moving human object and their body parts 

(hands, torso, legs etc.)  through analysing data from video input streams with the help of 

trained data sets of classifiers. This is discussed in detail later in this chapter.  

Unlike existing research methods and approaches, which make use of RGB or infrared sensors 

to detect a human moving as a whole or just some body parts or a combination of both, this 

research explores the benefits of using classifiers for human object trajectory reconstruction. 

These classifiers are discussed and outlined in detail in the sections below.  

 

4.1. Motivation 

Motion tracking is a very active research area in various fields such as surveillance 

applications, gaming industry, sports etc. 

Full body tracking is also used in the rehabilitation of patients and other related activities.  A 

research titled 'Full Body Interaction for Serious Games in Motor Rehabilitation' conducted by 

C. Schönauer, T. Pintaric and H. Kaufmann [115], captures the motion with the help of passive 

markers, based on infrared option-flow motion tracking system. This research aids in the 

motion tracking of patients suffering from pain in the lower back and neck.  

Another related study of N. Ukita et al [113] focuses on the usefulness of human body part 

tracking. The work focuses on particle, filtering-based tracking using prior models, which have 

several advantages for social interactions research. This research also includes work on body 

parts’ trajectory smoothing in videos by using existing models. 
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4.2. Classifiers essentials 

 

Figure 4-1: Selection of classifiers [116] 

 

4.3. Classifier types & data processing  

The classifiers used in this research are based on colour, shape and depth of the moving object 

in a video stream. To gather the necessary information on different features, the features are 

blended with trained data for concluding the classification map. In this framework approach, 

moving object tracking is based on the object-centric representation of the position which forms 

a tube-like model of the spatial navigation and allows isolated manipulation of the video objects 

within the focus.  This is achieved through an incremental algorithm for processing and 

classification of the information flow, as illustrated in the Figure 4-2. 

 

Figure 4-2: Classifiers execution and extracting information steps 

The detailed description of different feature generations is given below. 
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4.3.1. Shaped-based features extraction 

Shaped based features are extracted with the help of differential morphological profiles 

(DMPs).  

 

4.3.1.1. Morphological profile 

Morphological profiling is a method widely used and reviewed in the medical industry for the 

detection, characterization, and identification of particles [117][118]. This method depends 

upon the characteristics of target item and is used in this research to identify the human body 

part shapes. The morphological profiling technique needs a proper human body part isolation 

as well as the visibility of the body part, under standardized conditions, in order to be valid and 

suitable for correct identifications. 

 

4.3.1.2. Principal component analysis 

The most important characteristic of the principal component analysis is its ability to measure 

the similarity of two or more sets of data. This section will discuss how this will meet the 

requirements of this research.  

 

4.3.1.2.1 Profile Segment 

Consider the relationship between the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the data sets, and for 

simplicity purposes, we consider two data sets. Each of the two data sets may have n number 

of dimensions, this then, will help us to identify similar characteristics in multi-dimensional 

data sets. The Figure 4-3, shows hyperbole values of the first data set, denoted as S1 and will 

serve as a template.  
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Figure 4-3: SI Data set values 

The Figure 4-4 shows the hyperbole of the second data set (S2) and has unknown characteristics 

which the template above will identify.   

 

 

Figure 4-4: S2 Data set values 

S2 data set values are calculated by adding small noise in the S1 data set values. The difference 

of values in S1 and S2 data sets is shown in the Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-5: Difference of values in S1 and S2 data sets 

S1 data set values are profile values of a shape in an image. The main task of the principal 

component analysis in this research is to find the vectors which best account for the distribution 

of the required features within the entire image space and these vectors define the subspace of 

image features. Vectors of length N2; represent an image with a matrix of NxN image and is a 

linear combination of the original images. These vectors are also the eigenvectors of the 

covariance matrix, corresponding to the original images and are referred to as the eigenvalue. 

Each feature of an image in the original image space can be represented entirely in terms of a 

linear combination of the eigenvalue. The steps for feature identification can be summarised as 

follow. 

• Determine the image space by acquiring an initial set of images and their respective 

features which form the training set. 

• Apply the principal component analysis to the training set, to find the eigenvalue and 

keep only M number of images, which have the highest eigenvalues. These M images 

define the feature space. 

• When a new image is presented to the system, calculate a set of weights based on the 

input image and the M eigenvalue by projecting the input image onto each of the 

eigenvalues. 

• Determine if the input image belongs to the image space by checking the values of the 

projected weights from last step. 
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• If the input image belongs to the image space, it will be further classified by comparing 

it with other images and their features in order to determine whether it’s a human body. 

Results produced by this classification method are accurate and the eigenvalue provides a better 

solution for the feature extraction process. The principal component analysis depends on the 

eigen-decomposition of positive and semidefinite matrices formed mathematically by the input 

data set. The following are the steps needed to calculate the principal component analysis 

required value. 

• Data Set: Consider a matrix ‘D’ of dimensions m x n, where ‘m’ is the number of 

observations and ‘n’ is the number of dimensions 

• Mean Subtraction: This step is performed for each dimension and the resultant matrix 

has zero mean value. This is explained below in more details. 

o Calculate the mean value for each dimension of matrix ‘D’ and save the results 

in matrix ‘R’ as shown below, 

 

 𝑅(𝑛) =  
1

𝑀
 ∑ 𝐷(𝑚 𝑋 𝑛)

𝑀

𝑚=1

  (4.1) 

 

o Subtract the mean matrix ‘R’ for each column of data matrix ‘D’ and save the 

result in matrix Q as shown below with the dimension m X n, 

 

 𝑄 =  𝐷 − 𝐼𝑅  (4.2) 

Where, ‘I’ is identity matrix  

 

• Covariance Matrix: The covariance matrix for above matrix ‘Q’ can be written as 

below for ‘n’ dimensions, 

 

 𝐶 =  [
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑄1, 𝑄1) ⋯ 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑄1, 𝑄𝑛)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑄𝑛, 𝑄1) ⋯ 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑄𝑛, 𝑄𝑛)

]  (4.3) 
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The above matrix ‘C’, has all possible covariance values between all dimensions 

and each value in the matrix is the covariance between any two dimensions, 

which can be calculated as shown below if there’s a matrix with only two 

dimensions A and B, 

 𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝐴, 𝐵) =  
∑ (𝑋𝑖 − �̅�)(𝑌𝑖 − �̅�)𝑛

𝑖=1

(𝑛 − 1)
 (4.4) 

Where, ‘𝑋’ is mean value of data X and ‘𝑌’ is the mean value of data Y. 

Covariance is always calculated only between two dimensions and is used to 

calculate the relation between dimensions (of features). 

 

• Eigen Vectors and Eigen Values: Eigen vectors and Eigen values are calculated for 

the covariance matrix with, 

o ‘n’ Eigen vectors for matrix ‘C’ along their Eigen values. 

o Eigen vectors normalized to unit length. 

• Arranging Eigen Vectors and Eigen Values: Arrange the Eigen values in a 

decreasing order with the Eigen vector and keep the Eigen value and Eigen vector 

pairing, 

 𝑂 = (𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛1, 𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛2, 𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛3, … , 𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑛, ) (4.5) 

Where,  

‘𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑛’ is the ith eigen value. The highest value is at the start of the sequence while 

the lowest value is at the end of the sequence. 

Principal component of the data set is the Eigen vector with the highest Eigen value. 

• Data Set Projection: Let’s project the data set matrix D as shown below, 

 𝑃 = 𝑂𝑇𝑄𝑇 (4.6) 

Where, 𝑂 is the Eigen vector from previous step and 𝑄 is the mean subtracted data from 

the step before the 2 steps above. 𝑃 is the data set with the observation in the columns 

and dimensions in the rows of the matrix. This data is now in the vector axes instead of 
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the normal ‘x’ and ‘y’ axes and this new vector axes transform the data into Eigen 

vectors. 

The steps above are used to calculate the values for both data sets, S1 and S2 and these are 

discussed below. 

• Determine the mean subtracted data for each data set: 

 

 𝑆1̅̅ ̅ = 𝑆1 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑆1) (4.7) 

   

 𝑆2̅̅ ̅ = 𝑆2 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑆2) (4.8) 

• Covariance matrix is calculated for each of the data set. 

• Eigen value and Eigen Vector for each data set is determined as below using covariance 

matrix: 

 

𝑂 = [
𝑂11 𝑂12

𝑂21 𝑂22
] ; 𝐸𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 

 

(4.9) 

 
𝐴 = [

𝐴11 𝐴12

𝐴21 𝐴22
] ; 𝐸𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 

(4.10) 

Diagonal elements of matrix A are Eigen values which are 𝐴11 and 𝐴22. 𝐴11 is the minimum 

value and 𝐴22is the maximum Eigen value. The Eigen value shows the relationship between 

the two data sets. However, their value depends upon a number of factors for instance the 

number of data points involved. These Eigen values are arranged in decreasing value order so 

that the highest value appear first, in this way 𝑂21and 𝑂22 is the first Eigen vector associated 

with maximum 𝐴22 Eigen value while 𝑂11and 𝑂12 is the second Eigen vector associated with 

maximum 𝐴22 Eigen value. The angle between first Eigen vector and x-axis is measured as 

shown below,  

 𝜃1 = tan−1
𝑂22

𝑂12
 (4.11) 

And for the second Eigen vector is given as below: 
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 𝜃2 = tan−1
𝑂21

𝑂11
 (4.12) 

When applying principal component analysis between two completely different data sets, the 

results as shown below, 

 𝜃 ≠ 45° (4.13) 

And the Eigen values as below, 

 
𝐴11

𝐴22
≠ 0 (4.14) 

As both data set are not similar which is visible from the last two equations and in this case, 

different template data set is needed until the result of 𝜃 =  45° is obtained.  

 

4.3.1.2.2 Line Segment 

Line segment allows the shape feature to be determined in the image as it cannot be calculated 

with the help of profile segmentation since the line segment is two dimensional. For the 

application of the principal component analysis on the image, the image is converted into a 

column vector. A column vector is constructed by concatenating each row with the previous in 

sequence. If there is an image matrix with m x n dimensions (as shown in the equation below) 

then the column vector matrix would be of mn x 1 dimensions and  it can be described as below, 

 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 =  [

𝑒11 𝑒12 … 𝑒1𝑛

𝑒21 𝑒22 𝑒2𝑛

… . .
𝑒𝑚1 𝑒𝑚𝑛

] ;   𝑚 𝑥 𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 (4.15) 
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  𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =  

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑒11

𝑒12

…
𝑒1𝑛

𝑒12

𝑒22

…
𝑒2𝑛

𝑒𝑚1

…
𝑒𝑚𝑛]

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

;   𝑚𝑛 𝑥 1 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 (4.16) 

 

The previous section showed that if 𝜃 =  45° then both data sets are identical. Keeping this 

into consideration, there are two other possible cases, C1 (when 𝜃 >  45°) and C2 (when 𝜃 <

 45°). To reach a point to select the correct data set template, there are multiple logical flows 

possible in algorithm, which are discussed in the following section. For example, consider that 

there is a data set for image E1 as a template dataset and E2 image with unknown 

characteristics. The shape of any object is defined by its width and height and these 

characteristics are extracted from images. W1 and L1 are the width and height of image E1 and 

W2 and L2 for image E2. 

C1: Case 𝜽 > 45° 

There are four possible situations in this case which are written below, 

a) C1-1: (W1 = W2) and (L1 < L2) 

b) C1-2: (W1 < W2) and (L1 = L2) 

c) C1-3: (W1 < W2) and (L1 < L2) 

d) C1-4: (W1 < W2) and (L1 > L2) 

The logical flow for the case above (and situation) is shown in Figure 4-6. 
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Figure 4-6: Case ‘C1’ for template selection 

The algorithm logical flow above comes in the execution path when the condition of 𝜃 >  45° 

is met. This condition is tested after the initial calculation of the principal component analysis, 

keeping in mind the equations mentioned above. In the following stage, a different dataset 

template is selected to obtain the longer length and Eigen value ratio is checked until it equals 

45°, in otherwords, the condition 𝜃 = 45° is met. The inner flow of step 5 is shown in Figure 

4-7. 
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Figure 4-7: Detailed algorithm logical flow for step 5 

L1 of E1 is longer E1 of L2 and the algorithm retains E1 as shown in the logical flow diagram 

in Figure 4-7. If L1 is smaller than L2 then the algorithm selects a new template image. The 

same logic applies for the width of both images E1 and E2 as shown above. Both images are 

similar when 𝜃 = 45° with L1 = L2 and W1 = W2. On the other hand, the Figure 4-7 shows 

two situations, C2 and C4 as well as the length L1 and L2, which if L1 is shorter than L2, then 

the algorithm retains the old length. 
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Figure 4-8: Detailed algorithm logical flow of step 6 

 

C2: Case 𝜽 < 45° 

There are four possible situations in this case which are, 

a) C2-1: (W1 = W2) and (L1 > L2) 

b) C2-2: (W1 > W2) and (L1 = L2) 

c) C2-3: (W1 > W2) and (L1 > L2) 

d) C2-4: (W1 > W2) and (L1 < L2) 
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The logic flow diagram in Figure 4-9 illustrates the logic flow of the algorithm for the situations 

discussed above. 

 

Figure 4-9: Case ‘C2’ for template selection 

This particular path (illustrated in Figure 4-9) executes when the algorithm’s logic meets the 

condition of 𝜃 <  45°. This condition is tested after the calculation of initial principal 

component analysis in the same way it is done in the previous section. In the following stages, 

the algorithm tries to select the template’s dataset with the shorter length and keeps checking 

the Eigen value ratio. The inner flow of step 5 can be shown in Figure 4-10: 
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Figure 4-10: Detailed algorithm logical flow of step 5 

Length/L1 of Image/E1 is shorter and therefore the algorithm keeps E1. If L1 was greater than 

L2 then the algorithm selects a new template image. The same logic applies for the widths of 

both images E1 and E2. Both images will be similar when 𝜃 = 45° with L1 = L2 and W1 = 

W2. On the other hand, the Figure 4-11 shows two situations, C2 and C4 as well as L1 and L2, 

and since L1 is shorter than L2, the older length is saved. 
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Figure 4-11: A detailed logical flow of step 6 

In the principal component analysis, if the calculated value is 𝜃 ≠ 45° and
𝐴11

𝐴22
≠ 0, then the 

two datasets are not perfectly matched.  

The steps described above are taken by the algorithm to change the template’s dataset in order 

to find similarities between the two sets and if there aren’t any similarities, the algorithm then 

re-calculates the Eigen value and vector till both datasets match.  
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4.3.2. Classifiers training 

This section describes the classifiers training steps and the feature vectors created at the 

learning stage. These vectors are used for segmentation of moving objects based on the features 

extracted from the input video stream and the order of execution of steps can be shown in 

Figure 4-12: 

 

Figure 4-12: Classifiers training steps 

The process can be explained using a series of equations, calculated at each step. They lead 
to the formation of the feature matrix used by the classifiers. Let’s assume that input video 
stream containing all features and data can be described as follows: 
 

 𝐴 = [ 𝑎1; 𝑎2;  𝑎3; … 𝑎𝑛]  𝑛∗𝑚
 (4.17) 

 

The above equation describes the input data as a multi-dimensional matrix with m as the 
number of features and n as the number of samples. The jth sample is: 
 

 𝑎𝑗   1∗𝑚
 (4.18) 
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While, the jst feature vector is, 

 𝑓𝑗(𝑗 = 1,…𝑚) (4.19) 

 

In accordance with this, the multi-dimensional matrix of combined features and samples 
takes the form, 
 

 𝐴 = 𝑓1; 𝑓2;  𝑓3; … 𝑓𝑚 (4.20) 

 

For a matrix C, the Frobenius norm can be calculated for samples and features as: 
 

 ||𝐶||
𝐹𝑖

= √ ∑||𝑐𝑖||
2

2

𝑛

𝑖=𝑖

 (4.21) 

 

 ||𝐶||
𝐹𝑗

= √∑||𝑐𝑗||
2

2

𝑚

𝐽=𝑖

 (4.22) 

 

Using this measure, the features can be shown as: 
 

 ||𝐶||
2,1

= ∑√ ∑𝑐𝑖𝑗
2

𝑚

𝑗=𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (4.23) 

 

Where, ci  and cj denote a row and a column of the original multi-dimensional matrix, 

respectively. This matrix contains all information for the features used by the classifier. To 

estimate a single feature𝑓𝑗, the following linear regression model is used: 
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 𝑓𝑗 ≈ ∑ 𝑓𝑖
𝑚

𝑖=1
𝑠𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐴𝑠𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1,2, … ,𝑚 (4.24) 

Where, 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 represents the ith feature vector to the jth sample. In this case the co-efficient 
vector of the feature𝑓𝑗, can be formulated as: 

 

 𝑠𝑗 = [ 𝑠1,𝑗; … ; 𝑠𝑖𝑗; … 𝑠𝑚,𝑗]  𝑚+1
 (4.25) 

 

As a result, the multi-dimensional matrix can be written as:  

 𝐴 ≈  𝐴𝑆 (4.26) 

 

Where A is the linear combination of all features and, 
 

 𝑆 = [𝑠1; … , 𝑠𝑗; … ; 𝑠𝑚 ]  𝑚+𝑚
 (4.27) 

The value of S can be calculated as follows; 

 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ‖𝐴 − 𝐴𝑆‖𝐹
2  (4.28) 

 

To reduce the redundancy and keep the features unique the co-efficient matrix of  | < 𝑠𝑖  ,
𝑠𝑗 < | is used, where, si  and sj denote ith row and jth row vector of S, respectively. To use all 
vectors, the following formulas hold:  
 

 𝛺(𝑆) =  ∑ ∑ | < 𝑠𝑖  , 𝑠𝑗 > |

𝑚

𝑗=1,𝑗≠1

𝑚

𝑖=1

 (4.29) 

 

 𝛺(𝑆) =  ∑∑|< 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑗 >|

𝑚

𝑗=1

− ∑| < 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑗 > |

𝑚

𝑖=1

𝑚

𝑖=1

 (4.30) 
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 𝛺(𝑆) =  ∑∑|< 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑗 >|

𝑚

𝑗=1

 −  ∑||𝑠𝑖||

𝑚

𝑖=1 2

2𝑚

𝑖=1

 (4.31) 

 

The values calculated in the above equation are required to identify the features in the input 

video stream and to track the moving objects and their parts. The framework to reconstruct the 

trajectories of moving objects uses these features values.  

Videos are split into frames to create the data in order to train the algorithm. These frames 

contain different moving objects in relation to their respective environments or scene. The raw 

data used for training purposes consists of only images which represent moving body parts. 

During the training of the classifiers, the first stage is to detect the shapes of the moving parts 

and save them as subjects in the training samples and the second stage involved the detection 

of colours and consequent creation of subjects. 

 

4.4. Supervised machine learning 

The framework classification is based on different categories of data which are different classes 

or types such as arms and legs. Each category is assigned a label and the regression model is 

used for classification purposes. 

 

4.4.1. Multiple Linear Regression 

Multiple linear regression approach is a supervised learning approach. The equation below 

describes the linear regression model: 

 𝐴 = 
0
+ 

1
𝐵1 + 

2
𝐵2 + ⋯+ 

𝑘
𝐵𝑘 +   (4.32) 

𝐴 in the above equation is dependent upon the 𝑘 features of 𝐵. If there are ‘n’ number of 

subjects, then it can be written as below: 
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 𝐴1 = 
0
+ 

1
𝐵11 + 

2
𝐵12 + ⋯+ 

𝑘
𝐵1𝑘 + 1 (4.33) 

 

 𝐴2 = 
0
+ 

1
𝐵21 + 

2
𝐵22 + ⋯+ 

𝑘
𝐵2𝑘 + 2 (4.34) 

 

 𝐴𝑛 = 
0
+ 

1
𝐵𝑛1 + 

2
𝐵𝑛2 + ⋯+ 

𝑘
𝐵𝑛𝑘 + 𝑛 (4.35) 

The accuracy of the model is determined with the help of 1, 2, … , 𝑛 and this can be given as 

below; 

 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =   (1)
2 + (2)

2 + ⋯ (𝑛)2 (4.36) 

The results of multi regression model can be influenced due the training data which is possible 

in any other machine learning algorithm. 

 

4.4.1. K Nearest Neighbour (KNN) 

K Nearest neighbour is the simplest machine learning algorithm and in this particular 

framework, it is used for the classification of different moving parts. Its learning process is 

only dependent on the training data provided and it does not depend on the relationship between 

features and labels, which can be linear or non-linear. For classification purposes, the distance 

between the template’s data subject and the unknown characteristic’s data subject, is calculated 

and the distance is Euclidean distance. This distance measurement is an important integral part 

of the KNN algorithm and provides positive results. If there are two points (two data sets) as 

shown below: 

 𝑎 =  𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3, … , 𝑎𝑛 (4.37) 

 

 𝑏 =  𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, … , 𝑏𝑛 (4.38) 

Then the Euclidean distance can be determined as, 
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 𝑒𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑎, 𝑏) =  √∑(𝑏𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖)2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (4.39) 

For this framework, since point ‘a’ and ‘b’ are multi-dimensional, the result can be called as 

Euclidean space. The classification category selected is the one with the nearest distance and 

it is illustrated in table below where different distance values are shown between the new data 

set and the training data: 

Table 4-1: K Nearest neighbour distances and labels 

Subject Distance Label   
12 0.1 0 

25 0.8 2 

27 0.2 0 

 

Label ‘0’ appears twice with the smallest distance, so the category labelled as ‘0’ will be 

selected for the unknown characteristic subject. This process is executed in a sequence of steps, 

as shown in the Figure 4-13: 
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Figure 4-13: Flow of video stream analysed using KNN classifiers 

Features information generated with the help of the equations presented above and the KNN 

classifier decide if the moving object is a human being or not. Similarly, classifiers decide 

about different moving parts of a moving object. 

 

4.5. Data Post processing 

In order to provide informative reconstruction of the trajectories, it is essential to perform some 

post processing of the data generated after the classifier completes its task. The most important 

processing steps are as follows: 
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4.5.1. Estimating the viewing direction  

The viewing direction is calculated with the help of the head sphere of the moving object model 

and with the position of the eyes in the head sphere. If the eyes direction and moving object 

direction are the same, then the object is viewing in the direction of movement. 

 

4.5.2. Orientation of the moving parts 

This information is calculated with the help of position of the face and head hairs. This step is 

necessary in order to distinguish between left and right hand. The same is applied on the legs 

of moving object. 

 

4.5.3. Completing the invisible body parts 

The missing body parts of moving object of seven sphere-based model are estimated in order 

to generate meaningful trajectory data. 

 

4.5.4. Estimating the depth of 2D projection 

The depth of moving object in the video stream is calculated with the help of geometric 

calculations. 

 

4.5.5. Detection of the moving objects 

The moving objects can be detected with the help of some historical information. All static 

objects do not change the position in a sequence of frames, while the dynamic object does, and 

this can be a criteria for identifying new objects in the scene. 
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4.5.6. Origin adjustment 

The logical centre of the scene can be adjusted in order to make the displacement and 

movement calculations easier. 

4.5.7. Camera position adjustment 

The camera position can be adjusted to coincide with the origin of the visual scene. This step 

is needed to ease the run-time data processing. 

The above tasks are executed after the trajectory data is calculated using the information 

obtained during the trajectory reconstruction to facilitate the further analysis by the behaviour 

analyser of the video analytics framework. These steps are described into more details in the 

next chapter. 

 

4.6. Conclusion 

This chapter presents the logical flow of the algorithm, classifiers as well as data pre and post 

processing for the proposed framework capable of reconstructing trajectory from input video 

streams. The framework uses a limited amount of data, extracted from real-time video streams, 

to track activities as well as events occurring within surveillance monitored zones. There are 

several advantages of this approach.  

Firstly, the framework’s dependence on classifiers reduces the complexity of data processing 

by eliminating the need of having precise data to derive patterns of features.  

Secondly, the control over the accuracy of the results of the framework can be maintained 

through fine tuning and the utilization of training data with a large number of parameters, such 

as different lightening conditions of the environment, availability of multiple colours in the 

training data samples, as well as brightness variations that dictate how items are recognised 

and logged in the event. 

Lastly, the training of classifiers performed in the background and in advance, can be utilised 

during the run-time so that one can immediately validate the functionality and estimate the 

efficiency of the analysis through simple observations. 
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The framework has been created as an independent, self-contained, stand-alone framework 

which up to this stage, has only been utilized for the purposes of trajectory re-construction of 

live video streams. However, the framework has other potential uses in direct computer 

applications where there is a need for more sophisticated engines, capable of processing input 

video streams in real time for analysis.  
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5. Implementation of moving objects trajectories framework 

5.1. Introduction 

This chapter will discuss the proposed model for the regeneration of the moving object’s 

trajectory in the video and provide high-level description of its internal properties. In order to 

validate the framework objectives, the system must be successfully built upon the previously 

proposed model. 

 

5.2. Language 

This framework is based on Java programming language, which is an outstanding language for 

data processing purposes, its components are interrelated, and it also supports heterogeneous 

environments.  

 

5.3. Libraries 

OpenCV library is used for the purposes of developing the framework. OpenCV library is an 

open source library, which is widely used in image processing applications and is written in C 

language. It is fast and easy to use and supports elementary image and video processing tasks, 

which are based on logical and arithmetic operations.  

At the same time OpenCV also supports complex image and video processing operations like 

object detection and moving object trajectories. 

As such, the library satisfies all the requirements mentioned above, in chapter 3. The modules 

used by the framework are listed below. 

 

5.3.1. Image processing (imgproc) 

This module enables the processing of real-time data and it includes: 

• Smooth (Smooth the image with the help of different available methods). 
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• Sobel (Derivatives calculation using Sobel operator). 

• Scharr (Determine image derivatives using Scharr operator). 

   

5.3.2. High-level GUI and Media I/O (highgui)  

This module is used for rich UI framework. It allows for mapping and marking of the output 

values, in addition to reading different data type inputs. 

 

5.3.3. Geometric Image Transformations 

This module is mainly used for the geometrical transformation of moving objects. The methods 

in this module do not change the video frame content but deform the pixel grid and map this 

deformed grid to the output frame. This module mainly solves two issues: 

• Extrapolation of non-existing pixels 

• Interpolation of pixel values 

 

5.3.4. Structural Analysis and Shape Descriptors 

This module is mainly used for extracting information from the moving object which can help 

to identify contours and arc length. 

 

5.4. Tools 

This framework primarily needs two tools to perform operations properly. One is the source of 

input, which can be a video camera or a computer system with a recorded video. The second, 

is a processing system with the required software mentioned in the above section. This 

processing system takes the input and regenerates the trajectories of moving objects which 

constitutes the input source.    
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5.5. Environment 

For the purposes of this research, the framework is only used on a Windows operating system 

but as it is based on Java, it can run on any other major OS. 

 

5.6. Video Processing framework 

The video processing framework does the actual processing on the frames within the video 

sequences. Most of the classes in the framework deal with the regeneration of moving object 

trajectories. The framework block diagram is shown in Figure 5-1:  

 

Figure 5-1: Block diagram of framework 
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Figure 5-1 shows the flow of data in different sections of framework and needed for re-

construction of trajectories.  

5.6.1. Video frame transformation module 

Video data consists of video frames which can be thought of as pictures. These frames are then 

combined in a time sequence to form one whole video. Generally, videos consist of thirty 

frames per second, but this can be different, i.e., 25 or 60 FPS. 

The Figure 5-2 shows an example of video frames. 

 

Figure 5-2: Sequence of frames 

The two types of frames denoted above as Grey and White make up a video but for the purposes 

of balancing the load, the framework only processes frames coloured in grey. This means that 

in a 30FPS video, not all frames are processed.  
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Figure 5-3: Selected frame to process 

The Figure 5-3 shows only the video frames selected for processing by the framework and the 

video frame splitting is done by the video frame transformation module. 

 

5.6.1. Moving objects segmentation component. 

This component performs operations on all of the selected frames in a video sequence and it 

lists the points that represent the moving object in the frame. This component first converts the 

information of the frame into binary format which is easier to process and then proceeds to 

detect the moving object. 

The Figure 5-4 shows an example of a moving object which is captured and denoted with 

dashed lines.  
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Figure 5-4: Moving object and sequences of points around the moving object 

The blue square on the left is the moving object in the Figure 5-4 whereas the right-hand side 

square is surrounded with the black dashed line which highlight the moving object’s 

boundaries.   

 

5.6.2. Computation of the moving object’s displacement component 

After identifying the moving object from the video, this component computes the trajectory of 

the moving object and thereby monitoring the moving object.  

When a moving object is represented as a triangle, its position as well as angular velocity is 

taken and computed separately for each frame. The position of the triangle is denoted by the 

matrix xk and transition with by ‘F’ matrix as shown below. 

 

 𝑥𝑘 = 𝐹𝑥𝑘−1 (5.1) 

 

The equation calculates the position of the triangle with the help of previous time at k-1 and 

the transition F. This transition F will be a 2D matrix (with 2 rows and two columns) trajectory 

changes of the triangle. The equation above is generated using Kalman filter. 

Similarly, the centroid of the moving triangle can be given as: 
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 𝑥 =  
1

𝑛ℎ
∑𝑥𝑖

𝑛ℎ

𝑖=0

  (5.2) 

And  

 𝑦 =
1

𝑛𝑣
∑𝑦𝑖

𝑛𝑣

𝑖=0

 (5.3) 

 

Where nh are the number of horizontal pixels of the moving triangle while nv are the number 

of vertical pixels of the moving triangle.  

 

5.6.1. Estimation of the moving object’s trajectories 

The calculation of the moving triangle’s centroid provides temporal data on the moving objects 

centroid at each frame which is done with the help of last two equations: 

 

 𝑡𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖)  (5.4) 

 

The equation above provides the centroid co-ordinates of the ith frame and the angular velocity 

of the moving triangle in the video mentioned previously can be shown as below if the position 

of triangle is Ф and angular velocity is ω. 

 Ф(𝑡𝑖) =  ω𝑡𝑖  (5.5) 

 

5.7. Trajectories generation components details 

Having discussed the overall component structure of the video processing framework, there is 

still one important component to discuss, therefore, this section will discuss the components 

used to generate the trajectories.  
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To understand the functionality of generating a moving object’s trajectory, one needs to 

understand the mathematics involved. The following sections provide mathematical equations 

to elaborate on the process of generating trajectories from moving objects.  

 

5.7.1. Assumptions 

Prior to further development some assumptions have to be made which are as follows: 

1) The model framework is linear. It means that, if the system can be modelled at time ‘t’ 

then it can be modelled at ‘t+1’ after some calculations.   

2) Basic noise model is used in order to mimic the effect of many random processes that 

occur in nature. 

3) All disturbing factors (like noise) are Gaussian in nature 

 

5.7.2. Theoretical explanation 

This section is based on the details presented above and will discuss the way the framework is 

implemented, and it is considered as the starting point of the development. The high-level 

pseudo code is shown in Figure 5-5. 
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Initialize the frame as null 

Initialize the normalImage as null 

Initialize the binaryImage as null 

List of movingObjects as empty 

While the frame is available from the videoDataSource 

 normalImage = clone frame 

 binaryImage = conversion from normalImage 

movingObjects = get list of moving object with the help of normalImage and binaryImage 

Get and display the list of boundary points of the moving objects 

Compute the moving objects displacements 

Compute the moving objects vectors 

Computer the angular motion of the moving objects 

Re-generate the moving object trajectories 

Display the trajectories visual and in textual forms 
 

Figure 5-5: Pseudo code screenshot 

The Figure 5-6 shows the pseudo logic in the graphical format. 
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Figure 5-6: Pseudo logic in graphical format 

The Figure 5-6 shows the basic steps involved in the re-generation of the trajectories of the 

moving objects. These regenerated trajectories will be in the format of visual as well as textual 

output.  
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5.8. Framework Namespaces 

This framework code consists of mainly six namespaces where each namespace is responsible 

for different elements of the framework. Some few important namespaces are discussed below. 

 

5.8.1. VideoDecomposition namespace 

The VideoDecomposition namespace contains the classes that control the operations related to 

decomposing the video stream into frames and other namespaces work on these frames.  This 

namespace is also responsible for reading the video data input as shown in Figure 5-7. 

 

Figure 5-7: Frame management class 

 

5.8.2. ObjectDetection namespace 

Classes in this namespace perform operations to detect the moving objects. Canny edge 

detector and few other algorithms are used in this namespace. This namespace is one of the 

most important namespaces in this framework. Classes in this namespace get inputs from the 

VideoDecomposition and AnalyseObject namespaces.  
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The Figure 5-8 is a screenshot of a class responsible for object detection. 

 

Figure 5-8: Class detect the objects in the video frame 

 

5.8.3. ObjectDisplacement namespace 

This namespace gets inputs from the ObjectDetection namespace. Classes here use the values 

of two different consecutive time instances in order to calculate the displacements. 

Displacement values are calculated with the help of the Euclidian distance. The screenshot in 

Figure 5-9 shows the class performing vector calculation operations. 
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Figure 5-9: Vector distance calculation 

 

5.8.4. AnalysisObject namespace 

Classes in this namespace use CascadeClassifier and analyses the available objects in the 

frames. The output of this namespace plays an important role for the ObjectDectection 

namespace. The Figure 5-10 is screenshot with an example of a class that extracts object 

information from a frame.  
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Figure 5-10: Class to find the object contours 

 

5.8.5. CalculateTrajectory namespace 

This namespace generates the output which is the trajectory of a moving object. This 

namespace mainly depends on the input from ObjectDetection and ObjectDisplacement 

namespaces. The main operation here is the vector manipulations and the screenshot in Figure 

5-11 shows the Trajectory class.  
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Figure 5-11: Trajectory operation class 

 

5.8.6. DataManagement namespace 

Classes in this namespace hold the data needed for different namespace communications. Class 

‘SimpleSpehereData’ contains the information which is generated from ObjectDetection 

namespace and passes it to the CalculateTrajectory namesace. This class is mainly used for the 

sphere-based model of moving objects and the class holding the sphere data is shown in the 

Figure 5-12 with screenshot. 
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Figure 5-12: Code screenshot holding data about sphere 

 

5.9. Framework Interaction 

The main components of the framework have already been discussed and this section will go 

through the ways these components interact with each other within the boundaries of the 

framework. The Figure 5-13 shows the flow of the video data in through each component of 

the framework. 
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Figure 5-13: Interaction between the Framework’s components. 

As such, the program shown in Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15, has been developed to handle 

basic object movements.  

 

Figure 5-14: Basic code screenshot part 1 
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Figure 5-15: Basic code screenshot part 2 

 

5.9.1. Linear motion of moving object 

A single sphere covers the whole moving object. Once the sphere shape has been scaled to the 

size of a model, it assigned as a DataManagement class object. From this point onwards, every 

calculation made on this object has been applied to properties of the model associated with the 

object. As this is a linear motion of the moving object, simple calculations of 

CalculateTrajectory namespace reveals this type of motion. This type of motion is discussed in 

the previous chapter about sphere-based model with the title ‘Continuous linear motion moving 

object’. All mathematical explanation is coverd about this type of motion.  
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5.9.2. Static object start motion 

This type of motion and sphere-based model is discussed in the previous chapter with the title 

‘Static object start motion’. As mentioned before, the static object is covered by a sphere and 

data object instance is passed to the class of CalculateTrajectory namespace. In initial time 

instance, there will be no displacement but after few time instances ObjectDisplacement 

namespace and CalculateTrajectory namespace generate the values associated with this type of 

object motion.  

 

5.9.3. Static object picked up by another moving object 

In the environment, it is possible that a static object starts motion due to another moving object. 

This type of motion has similar features like the previous type of motion. But here, the motion 

direction and displacement depend upon another moving object. Title ‘Static object picked up 

by another moving object’ is used in previous chapter to discuss about sphere-based model for 

this type of motion. 

 

5.9.4. Moving object disappearing from the environment 

This type of motion is described with the title ‘Moving object disappearing from scene’ in the 

previous chapter. This happens when the moving object disappeared from the scene or in other 

words go out from the focus of the camera. Before this moving object disappears, 

ObjectDisplacement namespace and CalculateTrajectory namespace generate the values 

associated with this type of object motion. But the classes in these namespaces do not generate 

any value after disappearing. 

 

5.9.5. Moving object rotation motion 

This type of motion is not covered by sphere-based model properly alone and this needed post-

processing of data. This type of motioned is described in previous chapter with the title 

‘Moving object rotation motion’ and uses reference points in the sphere to identify these 
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motions. The proposed model with data post-processing handle these motions easily and 

efficiently. 

 

5.10. Conclusion 

The content presented in this chapter is about the framework (for the reconstruction of 

trajectories of moving object) implementation and is needed to develop the appropriate 

framework for re-generation of trajectories and their related rational details. 
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6. Comparative analysis of classifier algorithms 

The aim of this chapter is to investigate and compare the accuracy of different frameworks 

involved in the identification of human body part in motion.   

 

6.1. Researches comparison 

Cross validation technique is used to compare the statistical results generated by the framework 

against those of existing research frameworks. The research aims to estimate the accuracy of 

the framework results and carries out the model comparison used in this research with other 

existing research models. 

 

6.1.1. Objective 

The main objective is to compare the results of this framework with the results found in two 

existing researches entitled 'A Method for Body Part Detection, Tracking and Pose 

Classification using RGB-D Images' (M5AIE) [119] as well as 'Scale and Rotation Invariant 

Approach to Tracking Human Body Part Regions in Videos' [120].  

 

6.1.2. Challenges 

• Creating a prototype in order to analyse the output of the previously mentioned research 

undertakings 

• Transforming the outputs to a format such that all 3 results can be compared together 

• Comparing the outputs of the three frameworks 

 

6.1.3. Opportunities 

There are multiple existing researches focused on the identification of different body parts; 

each one of which uses different techniques dissimilar to the proposed ones. These solutions 

do not track all body parts, as it is the case in this research. 
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6.1.4. Existing Research Review 

Below is an overview of the previously mentioned research frameworks, which will later be 

compared.  

 

6.1.4.1. A Method for Body Part Detection, Tracking and Pose 

Classification using RGB-D Images 

The author of this research uses a modified Accumulative Geodesic Extrema approach for 

detecting body part candidates [119]. It also uses Medial Axis transformation, Adapted AGEX, 

ASIFT, Aligned Images, and Estimation for human body part detection and tracking [119]. 

Also, this research classifies the human poses which is out of the scope of this research. 

 

6.1.4.1.1 Strategy 

Depth sensors are used to address an extensive range of problems, including skeleton tracking 

[121], gesture recognition [122], activity monitoring, collision detection [123], 3D 

reconstruction [124] and robotics. Depth information can also facilitate background subtraction 

[119]. Early publications subtract background using stereoscopic cameras [125] [126] and 

other more recent publications use Kinect sensors with the help of other techniques [127] [128]; 

however, there are only minor contributions that address the topic directly [119] with M5AIE 

research going further by describing how to fill this gap, and provides a starting point for further 

research. 
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Figure 6-1: RGB and depth images [1] 

 

For body parts detections and tracking, M5AIE research uses a combination of the AGEX and 

ASIFT methods. These methods then align RGB and depth images to identify five major body 

parts (hands, feet and head) and track each of the body parts using an adapted ASIFT using 

matching algorithm.  

 

6.1.4.1.2 Model 

The Accumulative Geodesic Extrema (AGEX) points are detected through a graph construction 

that uses the human body’s pixels [119]. Dijkstra algorithm is then applied [129] to find the 

extreme points of the generated graph. These extremes are considered to be the main body 

parts: head, hands and feet. The authors of AGEX use the results as an input for a motion 

capture system in a later study [130]. Baak et al. also uses the geodesic extrema points as one 

of the stages for full body pose reconstruction [131].  

Once the human body part is detected and labelled, it is then possible to track each of the parts. 

The author also uses the ASIFT algorithm, which takes advantage of the SIFT method. The 

SIFT method was proposed by Lowe, and it finds similarities between different images by 

extracting features that are invariant to rotation, illumination and isotropic scale [132]. 
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6.1.4.1.3 Strength 

This uses less pre-processing or training for detecting and tracking human body parts. Affine-

SIFT is used for feature extraction and body part location estimation both of which are then 

combined and used for tracking objectives of movements without self-occlusions [119]. 

 

6.1.4.1.4 Weakness 

As discovered in later experiments; this research is limited to indoor environment, static 

background, static position and orientation of the sensor and to single-user segmentation [1]. 

Investigations carried out as part of analysing the results, show that to be correctly tracked, 

sequences must not have body part occlusions [119]. 

 

6.1.4.2. Scale and Rotation Invariant Approach to Tracking Human 

Body Part Regions in Videos 

The author here proposes a method to track human body part, which is independent of scale 

and rotation variations. This method depends upon the assembly of human body parts with the 

spatial and temporal constraints of a human body plan [120]. It uses Dynamic Programming 

method to make the human body part assembly scalable and efficient.   

6.1.4.2.1 Strategy 

The tracking of the body part region is formulated into an optimization problem and assigns a 

body part region to each of the graph nodes so that the assignment cost is minimized [120]. 

However, this research assumes that body part must be in a fixed position (i.e. the location of 

the head and hands in are pre-defined) and not dependent on an input [133]. These body part 

locations are randomly merged with super pixels whose overall shape has a high object-ness 

score [15]. Different from homogeneous super pixels, the body part location arrangements have 

a high chance of finding the correct body parts even if the target subject wears a mono colour 

clothing [15]. The proposed method assembles the chosen body part locations for a valid human 

shape configuration [120]. 
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6.1.4.2.2 Model 

This research uses a human body plan consisting of five body parts: a torso, two arms and two 

legs. The graph in Figure 6-2 shows the connections between the body parts in each video 

frame and between successive video frames. 

 

Figure 6-2: Interaction between body parts in two adjacent video frames [2] 

Each node in the above graph indicates a body part and the edges indicate the interactions 

among these body parts [120]. However, only the arm-torso, leg-torso, arm-arm and leg-leg 

constraints are considered as well as the enforcement of the coupling between arms and legs 

[120]. The graph edges also connect the corresponding body parts to successive video frames 

to enforce smooth transitioning of each part through time [120]. 

 

6.1.4.2.3 Strength 

The rotation and scale independent method used in this research for detecting different human 

body parts is efficient since it can detect the part regardless of any executed motion.  

Using Dynamic Programming, an effective method was developed and used to find ‘n’ best 

body configuration where ‘n’ is a relatively small number. 
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6.1.4.2.4 Weakness 

When it comes to the limitations of this research, there are three main points. Firstly, the 

research produces good results only in outdoor environment. Secondly, further investigation of 

the results show that the proposed methods do not work properly with fast moving objects and 

lastly, in order to get the best results, the clothing colour of each body part must be different 

otherwise the results will be inadequate. This is hardly the case in the real world where people 

are likely to wear clothes of the same colour (i.e. blue t-shirt and blue jeans). 

 

6.1.5. Strength of PhD thesis 

In this research, our focus is mainly on designing and computing efficient and accurate model 

to reconstruct the trajectories of moving human object without imposing restrictions on the 

environment and other constraints.  

 

6.1.5.1. Strategy 

The goal is to estimate the location of body parts in the input video with the help of trained 

classifiers. The Figure 6-3 shows an example of a seven sphere-based model being used in this 

research. 

 

Figure 6-3: Seven sphere-based model with a single moving object 
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First, k-nearest neighbour algorithm is adopted for detection of body parts of the moving object. 

The output of this is then used to determine if a moving object is a human being with the help 

of Logistic regression algorithm. 

 

6.1.5.2. The Model 

The proposed model is a seven-sphere based model used to model the moving body parts in 

input video stream. Each sphere receives the information about the body part with the help of 

trained k-nearest neighbour’s algorithm. The 3D reconstruction of the object movements using 

their 2D projections on the frames of a digital video signal is the choice of a suitable composite 

model. Different approximations are possible depending on whether the precision needed and 

the complexity of the recognition algorithms can be afforded. It is an optimal in the sense that 

it combines the simplicity of the spherical shape with the sophistication of the composite 

capsule as illustrated in the Figure 6-4. 

Body Torso

Left Leg
Right Leg

Head

Right HandLeft Hand

 

Figure 6-4: Seven sphere-based model 

 

6.1.5.3. Strength 

Different models are described and initially used in this research and each of them have 

different benefits and drawbacks from outcome point of view. The following table summarizes 
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the comparison of moving object models with the seven-sphere based model with better 

performance for different characteristics. 

Table 6-1: Moving object comparison model 

Moving object models 

Model characteristics 

Algorithmic 
Complexity 

Accuracy 
Representing 

rotation   
Amount of 

information  
Point-based model Low Low No Low 

Spherical model Low Medium No Medium 

Prismatic shape model Medium Medium Yes Medium 

Seven spheres model Medium High Yes High 

 

6.1.5.4. Weakness 

The usage of classifiers evidently improves upon the existing trajectory re-construction method 

but also raises new questions when dealing with existing problem of training of classifiers. 

Especially, the challenging topic is the gathering of training data and the construction of 

ground-truth information needed for classifiers' training. It is also noticed that the presence of 

the shadow of the moving object in the environment affects the accuracy of the re-constructed 

trajectories. Seven sphere-based model produces good results when the whole moving object 

is in the active scene due the requirement of tracking each part of the moving object according 

to the model. 

 

6.1.6. Competition analysis 

This is essential to compare using different test cases as appearance of the body parts in 

different videos has different depth and complexities. Different research endeavours track 

different body parts as outlined in the table below. 
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Table 6-2: Body parts considered in different research 

 Existing Research [121] Existing Research [122] This thesis 

Head Yes No Yes 

Hands Yes Yes Yes 

Legs Yes Yes Yes 

Torso No Yes Yes 

Overall body No No Yes 

 

Background and lighting arrangements in the scene under investigation can make the tracking 

and identification process difficult. To evaluate different research studies, the following six 

cases are examined.  

 

6.1.6.1. Case 1: Fast hand movement in outdoor sunlight environment 

In this input video stream, the human object is moving hands in sunlight and is in an outdoor 

environment to test the framework. The hands are detected with the help of colour of skin 

classifier. The Figure 6-5 is a screenshot of one frame of the input video stream. 
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Figure 6-5: Frame of input video stream when human object moving hand in outdoor environment 

 

The following are the details about the input video stream with interesting section of input 

stream according to the variation in results: 

Frames per second = 24 

Total frames = 233 

Interesting frames = from 165 to 18 
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The graph in the  

Figure 6-6 shows the results of the frames labelled as “interesting” and the different error 

values. 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 6-6: Graphical view of output accuracy in outdoor environment 
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Below is the tabular result of the interesting frames and the resulting percentage of error among 

the two existing research frameworks as well as the proposed framework. 

Table 6-3: Error percentage in results when human object is in outdoor environment 

 Existing Research [121] Existing Research [122] This thesis 

Frame 165 66% 7% 4% 

Frame 166 71% 5% 7% 

Frame 167 71% 8% 4% 

Frame 168 67% 8% 4% 

Frame 169 72% 9% 21% 

Frame 170 71% 7% 5% 

Frame 171 66% 5% 5% 

Frame 172 62% 5% 5% 

Frame 173 72% 4% 7% 

Frame 174 72% 8% 19% 

Frame 175 64% 7% 4% 

Frame 176 65% 6% 6% 

Frame 177 67% 4% 6% 

Frame 178 66% 7% 7% 

Frame 179 68% 8% 4% 

Frame 180 70% 6% 4% 

Frame 181 70% 6% 5% 

Frame 182 69% 12% 7% 

Frame 183 66% 6% 6% 

Frame 184 67% 6% 5% 

Frame 185 71% 4% 4% 

 

As evident from the above results, it is obvious that the ‘Research [1]’ is not performing well 

due to the sunlight but it would perform better in indoor conditions. On the other hand, 

‘Existing Research [122]’ produces accurate results as it is meant to work in outdoor 

environments and the condition of light was good. This proposed framework was only 

inaccurate in frame number 169 and 172 dues to the presence of shadows. However, overall, 

‘Research [2]’ as well as this research produce good results. 
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6.1.6.2. Case 2: Playing music in indoor environment 

In this input video stream, human object is moving hands while playing the guitar in an indoor 

environment to test the framework. The Figure 6-7 is a screenshot of one frame from the input 

stream. 

 

Figure 6-7: Frame of input video stream when human object moving hand in indoor environment 

The following details are taken from the video input stream and frame 85 to 105 are mainly the 

range of frames considered and are referred to as Interesting Frames.  

Frames per second = 24 

Total frames = 722 

Interesting frames = from 85 to 105 
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The graph in the  

Figure 6-8 shows the results of the frames labelled as “interesting” and the different error 
values. 

 

 

Figure 6-8: Graphical view of output accuracy when human object moves hands indoor environment 

Below is the tabular result of the interesting frames and the resulting percentage of error among 

the two existing research frameworks as well as the proposed framework. 

Table 6-4: Error percentage in results when human object is in indoor environment 

 Existing Research [121] Existing Research [122] This thesis 

Frame 85 9% 15% 2% 

Frame 86 6% 15% 4% 
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Frame 87 6% 13% 2% 

Frame 88 6% 18% 9% 

Frame 89 4% 16% 2% 

Frame 90 4% 14% 7% 

Frame 91 8% 12% 8% 

Frame 92 17% 13% 3% 

Frame 93 5% 17% 2% 

Frame 94 6% 15% 2% 

Frame 95 4% 17% 6% 

Frame 96 4% 12% 2% 

Frame 97 8% 14% 9% 

Frame 98 5% 15% 8% 

Frame 99 5% 17% 1% 

Frame 100 7% 6% 8% 

Frame 101 8% 5% 9% 

Frame 102 5% 2% 4% 

Frame 103 6% 11% 8% 

Frame 104 8% 14% 2% 

Frame 105 4% 15% 8% 

 

As part of the comparison ‘Existing Research [121]’ and the research of this thesis both produce 

good results. ‘Existing Research [121]’ generates good results in indoor environment. The 

current research does not depend upon light while it is more dependent on the clearance of 

body parts in the input video stream. ‘Existing Research [122]’ did not produce good results in 

this input video stream. However, once lighting was sufficient, it did produce good results due 

the fact that it is light dependent.  

 

6.1.6.3. Case 3: Throwing item in outdoor environment 

In this input video stream, human object is moving hands in outdoor environment and throwing 

items. Below is the Figure 6-9 with the screenshot of a frame of the input video stream. 
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Figure 6-9: Frame of input video stream when human object throwing items 

The result of interesting frames ranging from 52 to 72 is shown below. 

Frames per second = 25 

Total frames = 201 

Interesting frames = from 52 to 72 
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The graph in  

Figure 6-10 shows the results of the frames labelled as “interesting” and the different error 

values: 

 

 

Figure 6-10: Graphical view of output accuracy when human object throwing item 

The tabular result of the interesting frames and the resulting percentage of error among the two 

existing research frameworks as well as the proposed framework is shown below. 

Table 6-5: Error percentage in results when human object throwing items 
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Frame 52 64% 36% 23% 

Frame 53 70% 20% 22% 

Frame 54 60% 19% 22% 

Frame 55 63% 38% 18% 

Frame 56 62% 34% 17% 

Frame 57 71% 37% 19% 

Frame 58 66% 30% 15% 

Frame 59 66% 28% 18% 

Frame 60 71% 28% 11% 

Frame 61 61% 25% 15% 

Frame 62 65% 32% 19% 

Frame 63 59% 27% 17% 

Frame 64 59% 25% 22% 

Frame 65 70% 38% 23% 

Frame 66 69% 29% 21% 

Frame 67 66% 30% 23% 

Frame 68 60% 19% 18% 

Frame 69 63% 31% 21% 

Frame 70 61% 37% 18% 

Frame 71 68% 36% 13% 

Frame 72 64% 32% 14% 

 

In this particular case, ‘Existing Research [121]’ and ‘Existing Research [122]’ did not produce 

good results. The results of the current investigation obviously produce better results as the 

shape of the human body parts is clearly visible. The research framework does not produce 

100% accurate results due to the person wearing the same colour, making it difficult for the 

framework to determine the different moving parts.  

 

6.1.6.4. Case 4: Person walking in indoor environment 

In this input video stream (see the screenshot in Figure 6-11), the person is moving indoors, 

walking in a normal speed with the hands moving as well. 
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Figure 6-11: Frame of input video stream when human object is walking in indoor environment 

Here is the result of interesting frames ranging from 130 to 150. 

Frames per second = 19 

Total frames = 170 

Interesting frames = from 130 to 150 
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The graph in  

Figure 6-12 shows the results of the frames labelled as “interesting” and the different error 

values. 

 

 

Figure 6-12: Graphical view of output accuracy when person walking in indoor environment 

The tabular result of the interesting frames and the resulting percentage of error among the two 

existing research frameworks as well as the proposed framework is shown below. 

Table 6-6: Error percentage in results when human object walking in indoor environment 
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Frame 130 6% 33% 6% 

Frame 131 4% 28% 4% 

Frame 132 4% 53% 4% 

Frame 133 8% 44% 3% 

Frame 134 6% 48% 2% 

Frame 135 6% 54% 3% 

Frame 136 7% 45% 2% 

Frame 137 8% 29% 4% 

Frame 138 12% 52% 2% 

Frame 139 57% 40% 3% 

Frame 140 10% 40% 5% 

Frame 141 5% 56% 6% 

Frame 142 6% 29% 5% 

Frame 143 9% 48% 5% 

Frame 144 7% 56% 5% 

Frame 145 6% 55% 3% 

Frame 146 12% 48% 2% 

Frame 147 4% 34% 5% 

Frame 148 10% 40% 2% 

Frame 149 11% 27% 6% 

Frame 150 10% 48% 3% 

 

For Research [1], the results show that when light intensity increases, error values become 

significant. As a result, the framework in this research cannot properly track the object. 

However, when the amount of light is stable, the results are more accurate as the error values 

are lower. The framework proposed in this thesis is light independent, whether light intensity 

is high, balanced or low it does not affect the output. Framework [2] produces bad results 

(higher error values) when the amount of light is low and good results when it is balanced.  

 

6.1.6.5. Case 5: Two persons are walking in outdoor environment 

To test the framework as part of process, this video stream (see screenshot in Figure 6-13) 

captures two individuals walking outdoors, in a lit up area.  
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Figure 6-13: Frame of input video stream when two human object is walking in outdoor environment 

The result of interesting frames ranging from 121 to 141 is as follows: 

Frames per second = 23 

Total frames = 383 

Interesting frames = from 121 to 141 
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The graph in  

Figure 6-14 displayed below shows the results of the frames labelled as “interesting” and the 

different error values.    

 

Figure 6-14: Graphical view of output accuracy in outdoor environment when two persons walking 

The table below presents the tabular result of the interesting frames and the resulting percentage 

of error among the two existing research frameworks as well as the proposed framework. 

Table 6-7: Error percentage in results when human objects are walking in outdoor environment 

 Existing Research [121] Existing Research [122] This thesis 

Frame 121 51% 9% 6% 

Frame 122 84% 6% 4% 
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Frame 123 94% 4% 8% 

Frame 124 91% 5% 9% 

Frame 125 86% 7% 8% 

Frame 126 86% 4% 7% 

Frame 127 99% 5% 4% 

Frame 128 83% 6% 3% 

Frame 129 87% 6% 17% 

Frame 130 91% 15% 8% 

Frame 131 82% 7% 10% 

Frame 132 107% 5% 4% 

Frame 133 106% 21% 17% 

Frame 134 105% 9% 5% 

Frame 135 95% 4% 11% 

Frame 136 94% 12% 11% 

Frame 137 110% 5% 9% 

Frame 138 108% 7% 9% 

Frame 139 81% 6% 8% 

Frame 140 89% 7% 9% 

Frame 141 82% 6% 7% 

 

As evidenced by the results, the framework presented in the second framework performs better 

as it was meant to be in an outdoor environment. From frame 131 to 136, the error values 

increase with the speed of the object’s movements. In other words, the faster the object moves, 

the higher the error values. In the case of the framework presented by the first research, the 

performance is inadequate due to the presence of bright light in the environment.  

 

6.1.6.6. Case 6: Person picking stuff up in an outdoor environment 

In this input stream (see screenshot in Figure 6-15), a person is picking up an item outdoors 

and in a sunny environment.  
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Figure 6-15: Frame of input video stream when one human object is picking up item in outdoor 

environment 

Presented below is the result of interesting frames ranging from 62 to 82.  

Frames per second = 25 

Total frames = 279 

Interesting frames = from 62 to 82 
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The graph in  

Figure 6-16 shows the results of the frames labelled as “interesting” and the different error 

values. 

 

 

Figure 6-16: Graphical view of output accuracy when person picking up item in outdoor environment 

Shown below is the tabular result of interesting frames and the percentage of error among three 

researches in the results. 

Table 6-8: Error percentage in results when human object is picking up item in outdoor environment 
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Frame 62 39% 20% 17% 

Frame 63 29% 21% 15% 

Frame 64 29% 21% 9% 

Frame 65 22% 28% 17% 

Frame 66 34% 29% 14% 

Frame 67 33% 36% 10% 

Frame 68 27% 27% 17% 

Frame 69 41% 36% 12% 

Frame 70 30% 19% 17% 

Frame 71 21% 31% 10% 

Frame 72 43% 12% 17% 

Frame 73 38% 12% 14% 

Frame 74 41% 11% 17% 

Frame 75 25% 9% 17% 

Frame 76 29% 15% 11% 

Frame 77 33% 20% 14% 

Frame 78 24% 28% 16% 

Frame 79 35% 24% 13% 

Frame 80 38% 22% 15% 

Frame 81 23% 29% 11% 

Frame 82 43% 33% 15% 

 

From frame 72 to 75, the person picks up the item at a slow speed so that the framework 

presented by the second research can detect the hand movement of the body. However, in the 

case of the first research, the framework is not able to detect the movement properly due to the 

bright sunlight. 

 

6.1.7. Competition discovery 

The variations of output of the framework depends on different elements of the environment 

under observation. These elements sometimes help in producing good results. However, these 

parameters can produce bad results in some situations such as in a sunny environment.  

The results analysed above reveal that the following elements are the important elements to 

consider in the environment. 
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6.1.7.1. Environment lighting 

Environment Lighting has a significant impact on the overall results or output of both, research 

1 framework as well as that of the second. However, it is minimal in this research framework. 

Framework [1] works and produces good results in indoor environments with limited light in. 

On the other hand, framework [2] works and produces good results in outdoor environments 

under bright lights.  

In both cases, the environment lighting factor has an impact on the results with varying rates.  

 

6.1.7.2. Background 

The environment background plays an important role in video analytics framework and the 

impact it can have has been documented in the tabular results. Results from the first framework 

are heavily impacted by the environment’s background whereas the impact is limited in the 

case of the second framework. In terms of this research, the proposed framework is less 

dependent on the background of the scene. However, there is still a need for visible and clear 

body parts (i.e. skin colour is visible as well as the body parts). 

6.1.7.3. Speed of moving object 

Speed of a moving object is important for all three cases.  Research [2] framework is not able 

to produce good results for fast moving objects but in the case of both, the first as well as this 

proposed framework, the results produced were accurate with slightly faster speed of 

movement. An ideal speed for both is an average walking speed of a human being. 

 

6.2. Classifiers contribution 

This research uses mainly three types of classifiers to identify the moving human body parts. 

Each classifier plays an important role in producing the overall results. In some instances 

(depending on the video stream), different classifiers play different important roles. For 

example, one classifier may play a more important role than the second or third and in other 

cases, it is a combination of classifiers that play an important role.  
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The following table shows the importance of each classifier: 

Table 6-9: Framework classifiers contribution 
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6.3. Parameters comparison 

In this section, few parameters of the input video stream are being varied and the results are 

analysed.  
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6.3.1. Speed of moving object 

The speed of the input video stream was increased by skipping frames in order to increase the 

speed of the moving object. This speed factor heavily influenced the trajectories’ reconstruction 

results. These tests have been conducted based on the six types of input video stream cases 

mentioned above. 

6.3.1.1. Case 1: Fast hand movement in outdoor sunlight environment 

In this particular case, the person moves the body parts (the hands) with fast speed. When the 

frames are skipped, the speed of the movement of the hands increases. This is illustrated in the 

graphical view in the Figure 6-17 which demonstrates that when 4 frames are skipped, the 

framework begins to produce poor results.  

 

Figure 6-17: Graphical view of error percentage in results for outdoor environment when skipping 

frames 

The tabular results below show error values in percentage caused by skipped frames during the 

reconstruction of trajectories. 

Table 6-10: Error percentage due to skipped frames in results when human object is in outdoor 

environment 

Skipped Frames Average Error Percentage (%) 

2 Frames 17% 

4 Frames 78% 
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6 Frames 91% 

8 Frames 94% 

10 Frames 100% 

 

6.3.1.2. Case 2: Playing music in indoor environment 

In the video input stream (see Figure 6-7) the person’s position is static and even though the 

body part, which in this case is the hand playing the guitar, moves at a slow speed the 

framework still detects it easily. This means, when skipping frames under such circumstances, 

the effect is lessened so long as the person does not change his position. In fact, this is the case 

even when 10 frames are skipped since there is no big movement involved. The only 

requirement in this particular case is that the video stream should be long enough to give the 

framework the chance to analyse the input data.  

This is illustrated in the graphical view in Figure 6-18 which shows error values corresponding 

to the number of skipped frames. 

 

Figure 6-18: Graphical view of error percentage in results when human object moves hands indoor 

environment with skipping frames 

The tabular results below show error values in percentage caused by skipped frames during the 

reconstruction of trajectories. 
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Table 6-11: Error percentage due to skipped frames in results when human object is in indoor 

environment 

Skipped Frames Average Error Percentage (%) 

2 Frames 14% 

4 Frames 42% 

6 Frames 58% 

8 Frames 69% 

10 Frames 77% 

 

6.3.1.3. Case 3: Throwing item in outdoor environment 

In the input video stream shown in the Figure 6-9, the person’s movement is fast and fluid 

(throwing object, going back and forth etc.) and if a few frames are skipped, the impact on the 

error values is significant. When 10 frames are skipped, the trajectory reconstruction is not 

possible. The chart in the Figure 6-20 shows the error values corresponding to the number of 

skipped frames. 

 

Figure 6-19: Graphical view of error percentage in results when human object throwing item and frames 

skipped 

The tabular results below show error values in percentage caused by skipped frames during the 

reconstruction of trajectories of the person throwing the object. 
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Table 6-12: Error percentage due to skipped frames in results when human object throwing items 

Skipped Frames Average Error Percentage (%) 

2 Frames 39% 

4 Frames 74% 

6 Frames 82% 

8 Frames 91% 

10 Frames 100% 

 

6.3.1.4. Case 4: Person walking in indoor environment 

The object in this video input stream is moving against static background and if the frames are 

skipped, the framework cannot clearly detect or track the position of the object at each frame. 

 

 

Figure 6-20: Graphical view of error percentage in results when person walking in indoor environment 

frames skipped 

Shown below is the tabular result of skipped frames and the percentage of error values caused 

by these skipped frames in the results during the re-construction of trajectories of the moving 

human and their body parts. 

Table 6-13: Error percentage due to skipped frames in results when human object walking in indoor 

environment 

Skipped Frames Average Error Percentage (%) 
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2 Frames 9% 

4 Frames 59% 

6 Frames 82% 

8 Frames 91% 

10 Frames 97% 

 

6.3.1.5. Case 5: Two persons are walking in outdoor environment 

In this case, the input video stream has two objects/individuals. Both are moving and the 

background is changing with respect to their positions. In the normal speed of frames and 

processing, the framework can handle and track the moving objects and their body parts.  

During an average speed of movement, the framework can handle and track the two individuals 

and their body parts (hands, legs, torso etc.) whereas, when the frames are skipped, the 

framework is not able to track the movements.  This is illustrated in the graphical view in the 

Figure 6-21 which shows when the frames are skipped, the framework begins to produce poor 

results.  

 

Figure 6-21: Graphical view of error percentage in results in outdoor environment when two persons 

walking with skipped frames 

Shown below is the tabular result of skipped frames and the percentage of error in values caused 

by these skipped frames in the results of re-construction of trajectories of moving human 

object(s) and their parts. 
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Table 6-14: Error percentage due to skipped frames in results when human objects are walking in 

outdoor environment 

Skipped Frames Average Error Percentage (%) 

2 Frames 21% 

4 Frames 63% 

6 Frames 81% 

8 Frames 89% 

10 Frames 98% 

 

6.3.1.6. Case 6: Person picking up stuff in outdoor environment 

This scenario is difficult for the framework since the face of the person is at some point hidden 

and non-detectable. This means eyes, nose, mouth and hair that the framework uses to build up 

and detect a person’s head, only hair is visible and as such, detectable. When four or more 

frames are skipped, the framework is not able to create good results.  

 

Figure 6-22: Graphical view of error percentage in results when person picking up item in outdoor 

environment and frames skipping 

Illustrated below is the tabular results of skipped frames and the percentage of error in values 

caused by these skipped frames in the results of re-construction of trajectories of moving 

human object(s) and their parts. 
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Table 6-15: Error percentage due to skipped frames in results when human object is picking up item in 

outdoor environment 

Skipped Frames Average Error Percentage (%) 

2 Frames 34% 

4 Frames 81% 

6 Frames 94% 

8 Frames 99% 

10 Frames 100% 

 

6.3.2. Light condition in the environment / Environment Lighting 

Condition 

Below is a list of factors that can affect the results of the framework’s trajectory reconstruction. 

• Speed of moving object (relative to speed to meter) 

• Light condition in the environment       

• Brightness (wavelength of the spectrum)   

• Black/White video     

• Colour of moving object and background 

 

6.4. Dataset comparison 

In this section, a comparison of the investigated framework with other existing frameworks is 

performed. Simulated experiments is carried out to demonstrate the advantage of the proposed 

classifier-based framework of reconstruction of trajectories in comparison with other three 

approaches namely CEMMT [134], DCOMT [135] and KSP [136]. To evaluate the 

performance of different approaches, two most commonly used datasets PETS S2L1 and PETS 

S3MF1 are selected and used. These datasets have different challenges, such as occlusion, 

people with same colour of clothing, pose changes and exit and entry of a scene.  

To compare the multi object tracking algorithms, the CLEAR metrics [137] was adopted which 

is the most widely used protocol for quantitative evaluation. The different measures for 

comparison in this benchmark are as follows: 

• Groundtruth (GT): The number of trajectories in the groundtruth. 
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• Mostly tracked trajectories (MT): The percentage of trajectories that are successfully 

tracked for more than 80 percent divided by ground truth. 

• Mostly lost trajectories (ML): The ratio of mostly lost trajectories, which are 

successfully tracked for less than 20 percent. 

• Partially tracked trajectories (PT): The ratio of partially tracked trajectories. 

• ID switches (IDS): The total number of times that a tracked trajectory changes its 

matched groundtruth identity. 

• Recall (Rec.): The number of correctly matched detections divided by the total number 

of detections in groundtruth. 

• Precision (Prec.): The number of correctly matched detections divided by the number 

of output detections. 

• Multi-Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA): A measure of tracking accuracy that 

takes into consideration, false positive, false negatives and ID switches. 

• Multi-Object Tracking Precision (MOTP): This measures the position of objects in 

experimental results with the actual dataset. 

 

6.4.1. Quantitative evaluation 

6.4.1.1. PETS S2L1 dataset 

The table below shows the experiment comparison values of PETS S2L1 dataset.  

Table 6-16: Comparison values of PETS S2L1 

Methods 
Comparison Values 

Rec. Prec. GT MT ML IDs MOTA MOTP 

CEMMT 

[134] 
94.2 98.4 23 21 1 11 90.6 80.2 

DCOMT 

[135] 
90 98.7 23 19 0 18 88.3 79.6 

Our 

research 
85.9 97.6 23 6 0 2 82.6 90.1 

 

This is a difficult dataset as it has 794 frames. Moving objects (mainly people) in the dataset 

are wearing the same colour cloths. Dataset has three different backgrounds house, grass and 
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street. As shown in the above table, this dataset is used with different object tracking 

algorithms: 

• CEMMT [134] generates multiple few hypothesis for each detection and selecting those 

which have minimized energy, in this way moving object tracking is the minimization 

of continuous energy. 

• DCOMT [135] a simple closed form solution is used as continuous fitting problem for 

trajectory estimation. 

The approach adopted in this research outperforms the other methods in terms of ID switches 

and MOTP. CEMMT [134] obtained the best results in terms of Recall (94.2), MT (21) and 

MOTA (90.6) but has more ID switches than the method used for this research. The best 

precision (98.7) value is obtained by DCOMT [135]. The Figure 6-23 shows the comparison 

of the values obtained by using different methods during the experiments: 

 

Figure 6-23: Comparison of the values for PETS S2L1 dataset (Y-Axis is showing the percentage) 

It is clear from the above graphs that DCOMT [135] has high number of ID switching while 

the approach used in this research has low ID switching. This approach also outperforms 

MOTP.  
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6.4.1.2. PETS S3MF1 dataset 

The table below shows a comparison of the experimental values of PETS S3MF1 dataset. 

The table shows the resulting values from the experimental comparison of PETS S3MF1 

dataset.  

 

Table 6-17: Comparison values of PETS S3MF1 

Methods 
Comparison Values 

Rec. Prec. GT MT ML IDs MOTA MOTP 

CEMMT 

[134] 
97.7 99.4 7 7 0 0 97.1 83.4 

KSP 

[136] 
87.9 95.4 7 6 1 0 83.7 77.8 

Our 

research 
96.8 98.7 7 7 0 0 95.6 94.7 

 

This dataset has 107 frames and three different backgrounds namely a house, grass and a street 

which is similar to the previous dataset. Initially, the objects move in a uniform direction and 

then in random directions. As shown in the table above, this dataset is used with different object 

tracking algorithms in the same way as the previous table. The approach used in this research 

obtains the best results in terms of the accuracy of multi object tracking with a difference of 

11.4 percent.  

In comparison and as illustrated in the Figure 6-24, CEMMT [134] fairs better in recall (0.9 

percent) and precision (0.7 percent). 
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Figure 6-24: Comparison of the values for PETS S3MF1 dataset (Y-Axis is showing the percentage) 

6.4.2. Qualitative evaluation 

6.4.2.1. PETS S2L1 dataset 

In this research, the framework developed is tested using PETS S2L1 dataset. The Figure 6-25 

shows how the changing frames track several moving objects.  

The Figure 6-25 shows three frames during the process of tracking two moving objects as 

shown in frame 290. At frame 295, the two individuals within the red frame are overlapping 

each other and the framework processes it as one object. The second object then walks away 

and is clearly separate from the first one and in this case, the framework detects and tracks both 

successfully.  

 

Figure 6-25: PETS S2L1 dataset (frame number 290, 295 and 319) 
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In the Figure 6-25, the trajectory of objects with ID=9 and ID=1 occupy two different positions 

in frame 290. After five frames in frame 295 object with ID=9 covers object with ID=1. 

However, object with ID=1 does not lose its trajectory and there is no ID switch. Finally, in 

frame 319, object with ID=1 does not cover object with ID=9 anymore, its direction of 

movement has changed, and the trajectories split. This shows fewer ID switches even though 

the moving objects overlapped. 

 

6.4.2.2. PETS S3MF1 dataset 

Dataset PETS S3MF1 is applied to this research approach and the Figure 6-26 shows the 

tracking of new moving objects entering the scene. 

 

Figure 6-26: PETS S3MF1 dataset (frame number 38 and 68) 

The Figure 6-26 shows that ID=6 and ID=7 are entering in view in frame number 38.  

Looking at frame 68, the framework is able to track both individuals in the highlighted box 

which shows that  the method for this research allows for the tracking of not only existing 

objects in a frame but also handles and detects the trajectories of new objects entering the scene. 

 

6.5. Conclusion 

The methodology of experimental analysis is used in this chapter to compare and contrast the 

three result sets of the trajectory reconstruction. The comparison of results is of four types. 
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The first type of comparison is based on a comparison of the expected results against the 

achieved results of the developed framework as well as those of the previous two mentioned 

earlier. These experiments are performed on six different cases in order to cover all possible 

aspects and demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the three frameworks. 

The second type of comparison is based on analysing the contribution of different classifiers 

for re-constructed trajectories’ output, which shows the importance of difference classifiers in 

different cases. This type of comparison uses the same cases used in previous comparison and 

the results show that colour and shape classifiers are the most important for this framework. 

In the third type of comparison, experiments are performed under different conditions by 

changing different values of the input stream. This has been in such a way that the relation 

between the different video spatial values could be established.  

The frequency of the Input video stream frames, is changed by skipping a certain percentage 

of frames in order to examine the effect of computational power on different machines and the 

possibility of partial data loss before reaching as input video stream. 

Finally, the fourth series of experiments focused on using standard datasets and comparing the 

results of the developed framework with those of other existing research which is carried out 

in order to investigate the framework on standard datasets. 
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7. Conclusion and recommendation for future work 

This research presents an efficient model-driven approach for moving object trajectory 

reconstruction using classifiers which can be used for real-time video analytics. This approach 

has a number of advantages compared to other existing approaches e.g. [119][120].  

Firstly, the use of classifiers makes the extraction of trajectory data easier and possible in real-

time video stream. Secondly, trajectory data can be reconstructed using less information 

because of the simpler geometry which lowers the requirements for preliminary visual image 

processing. Thirdly, the reconstruction of the trajectory is more efficient because of the simpler 

approximation, which makes this approach preferable for real-time systems.  

Finally, all object trajectory reconstruction algorithms are far simpler than the other algorithms 

(e.g. [119] and [120]) reviewed in the literature and as a result, the software which implements 

them becomes more compact, which allows for easy integration in other software for visual 

analytics. 

 

7.1. Reflection on the research 

Incremental re-construction of trajectories from input video stream is an area of extensive 

research in both, the research community and industry due to its wide applicability to various 

areas such as video surveillance and security, accidents and safety management, business 

customer insight and video analytics.  

The literature provides countless examples of issues and ways of tackling the complexity of 

this challenging task but the problem still remains difficult. There are multiple factors which 

make the video analytics aspect difficult. Two major factors influence the real-time 
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performance of the video analysis are the enormous volume of visual data, which has to be 

processed in real-time, and the need to combine video data processing with complex analytic 

as well as symbolic data processing. Researchers in the field usually concentrate on direct 

visual processing of full image data frames recorded by surveillance cameras and are typically 

concerned with identification of single actions of humans normally executed in controlled 

environments on the basis of statistical data. These approaches in combination with the latest 

technological advancement address a few of the issues of extracting critical visual features 

from image frames, but when it comes to more complex activities, it quickly becomes an 

overwhelming task. This research hypothesis combines partial information extracted from 

videos with some data-post processing to make this analysis swift, feasible and easy. 

In the initial stages of this research, there were certain anticipations about the potential 

outcomes but were not certain and did not formulate an exact achievable goal. The formulated 

goal was to create a framework, which must be efficient and intelligent to create effective and 

accurate trajectories to the actual trajectories of moving human objects and their body parts.  

However, taking into account the fact that the input data is a continuous video stream and the 

present concerns regarding the load and processing speed, there was uncertainty about which 

methods to choose and what the potential for success. This approach is still based on the data 

extracted from the provided input video stream information is minimal and therefore the 

framework reduces the need of performing complex data processing on the input video stream.  

As this research advanced and development progressed, it became more and more apparent and 

certain that the initial assumptions were correct. The framework managed to detect the human 

object along with their body parts whilst in motion and extracted the positions near to real 

values in real-time.  

This has a direct impact on this research and results showed that it achieved the required goal. 

Through extensive analyses, investigations and experimentations, in the end, the framework 

proved that it is possible to re-construct trajectories from different cases with different issues 

and variations like environments, colour, speed etc. 
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7.2. Originality and contribution to the knowledge 

As a result of this detailed research, we have successfully implemented a framework of model-

driven classifiers, based on incremental trajectory reconstruction of moving object and 

obtained very promising experimental results. The results prove the applicability of the 

framework to areas where video analytics is limited due to various reasons. The results are 

shown and presented in detail in the previous chapter. The resulting contributions can be 

summarized as follows: 

• The simpler geometry lowers the requirements for preliminary visual image processing 

and makes the reconstruction of trajectories possible by using less information. During 

the analytical phase of this research and as a necessary step towards formulating a 

correct and efficient model of moving object, a basic model of the moving object was 

developed. This was used as a starting point of this research but as this research 

progressed, the model was further polished and became more information rich. This 

model defines key important aspects, relations and visual appearances as well as an 

event-driven model of a constraint dynamic world, which can be easily adopted in the 

conceptualisation and construction of various systems for analysing visual scenes. 

• Particularly, this model is helpful for analysing multiple moving objects within a given 

scene allowing for the tracking and analysis automation of a group of people’s 

movements which is the next, more advanced stage in video analytics. This model-

based trajectory reconstruction approach was presented for the first time during “The 

First International Conference on Applications and Systems of Visual Paradigms, 

VISUAL 2016, Barcelona, Spain" [113] 

• A self-contained, standalone framework was developed for the purposes of analysing 

as well as  reconstructing trajectories of moving objects from input video stream which 

has the potential of applicability in other areas such as video analysis, video 

surveillance and security, accidents and safety management, business customer insight, 

and user experience enhancement. Using these classifiers made the extraction of the 

required data from video stream input easy and straightforward and it also has a number 

of advantages over other image processing techniques including but not limited to: 

o It reduces the requirements for processing large volume of video data in real 

time.  
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o It creates the trajectory details with diverse level of granularity and is able to do 

post-processing on the available data to make the data more meaningful. 

The approach to using classifiers was introduced for the first time during "The Third 

International Conference on Applications and Systems of Visual Paradigms, VISUAL 

2018, Venice, Italy" [114] 

• As a by-product of this research, a sub-module was developed which can be used 

independently for video analytics and is useful for simply extracting information about 

moving objects and their moving parts from a video stream. This can be utilised as a 

separate software module which is pluggable into various systems, enhancing their 

ability to analyse the input stream data, such as intelligent cameras, robot planning 

systems, etc.  

• This whole framework can be used as a Java library. The potential applicability of the 

framework is supported by its modular structure, which allows processing the 

information flow in a standard XML format, as well as a separate configuration file 

allowing for easy configuration. This reconstruction of trajectories feature can be used 

in conjunction with other features capable of producing the minimal information 

required for further analysis of the visual scene. Examples include, object identification, 

description and classification, location, directions and trajectories of movements. The 

framework was presented first during the World Congress in Computer Science in June 

2016 in Las Vegas, USA - see Gasiorowski, Vassilev and Ouazzane (2016). A further 

extension of this whole framework is currently under development by other members 

of the Video Analytics research group at the Cyber Security Research Centre of London 

Metropolitan University and will be published in the future. 

• During the development of this framework, the useful method was implemented for 

depth estimation of moving object in input video stream for ease of calculation. The 

usage of Pythagorean Theorem made it possible to establish meaningful relationships 

with other dimensions in the scene and as a result, to avoid complex calculations and 

difficult variations. Instead of analysing the moving object with complex values, 

framework is capable of processing input video stream and reconstruct trajectories with 

quicker speed thanks to the depth estimation method. This approach has provided a 

higher degree of precision in trajectory re-construction. This work was first introduced 
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in the publication "The First International Conference on Applications and Systems of 

Visual Paradigms, VISUAL 2016, Barcelona, Spain" [113] 

• During this research, different logical solutions were formulated to handle the difficult 

and complex conditions present in video stream inputs. These solutions can be useful 

in other researches and can make the data processing easier. The following are 

examples of the mentioned solutions: 

o To reconstruct a continuous trajectory, a timeline history of the frames is used 

and saved in a simple maths matrix format. 

o To reduce the complexity of moving object positions in the scene, project the 

origin of the scene to the camera location and this makes all the calculations and 

positions relative to camera. 

o Usually, the methods and techniques used to estimate a location of an object or 

individual in a scene, the starting point is the top left of the scene. However, in 

order to reduce the complexity of estimating the location of an individual in the 

post processing stage, the framework estimates the location of the individual 

starting from the position of the camera (bottom centre) and works forward 

towards the individual’s location. 

 

7.3. Framework Limitations 

The framework produced in light of this research has a few limitations. At the same time there 

are some edge cases (cases of rare occurrences), which cause issues as well. All limitations are 

listed below.  

 

7.3.1. Shadow of a moving object 

The framework identifies the moving object and its parts with the help of shapes and colours. 

In some videos, an object can cast a shadow and when a shadow is present, it makes the scene 

complex. If the shadow is obvious (easily seen) then it affects the accuracy of trajectories. 
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7.3.2. Human object going from a static state to a moving state  

Movements of a human object(s) and/or their body parts make the framework aware of their 

presence. However, when a human is initially in a fixed or static state (not in motion), the 

framework cannot generate any trajectory information but will start as soon as movement 

begins. This means that when an object first starts moving, the framework starts generating 

trajectories continuously until the object is either out of camera sight or stops moving. If 

movement is stopped, trajectory values continue generating but remain the same. However, 

when the object resumes movements within the scene, trajectories will be generated 

accordingly.  

 

7.3.3. Classifiers require training 

Like all other classifier-based frameworks, this framework uses classifiers and classifiers need 

training. This training is an extra step and requires additional resources. 

7.3.4. Improved accuracy when human skin colour is present/detected 

The presence of human body colour in the scene helps the framework in identifying the body 

parts. When the human body colour as well as all body parts are present, the framework 

produces very good results and as was proven in the previous chapter. Environments in which 

no human body colour is detectable, or present can sometimes produce less accurate results.  

 

7.4. Recommendations for future development 

This framework can be enhanced in several ways that can increase not only the accuracy of the 

human vs non-human object distinction but also the usability of the software in other projects. 

This section indicates the identified room for improvement and presents a few suggestions 

about the potential future work. 
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7.4.1. Multiple and potentially moving cameras 

As future work, one improvement is to consider using multiple cameras distributed within the 

boundaries of the physical space being under surveillance. 

It is an understandable improvement for extending the framework but would require changing 

of some of the underlying mathematical theory behind the positioning of moving objects to 

accommodate the relativity of the different viewing points. It would also require additional 

synchronisation of the analysis performed during the different stages of post processing and in 

the scene under observation. 

7.4.2. Spatial details of the environment 

At the moment, the framework is focused on only moving objects and ignores the static ones. 

It does not account for designated boundaries of the space under observation, such as walls and 

ceilings. This prototype implementation considers everything to be on one and the same floor. 

Considering the ceilings and the walls would allow for the recognition of more fine-grained 

details about moving objects, which involves traversing of partitioned spaces, such as a 

continuous walk along a corridor after leaving a room, or changing the floor of a building etc. 

 

7.4.3. Enhancement of moving object model 

Currently, framework is based on the seven-sphere shape-based model, which helps in 

performing fast and efficient calculations of locations, motion and directions. Furthermore, it 

artificially adds approximation of object shapes to allow capturing the parts of moving objects. 

In some cases, the framework gets the data by way of assumption rather than from real data. 

These limitations could be lifted with the introduction of more realistic physical shapes of the 

objects to account for their real dimensions with higher precision. 

 

7.4.4. Implementation of an intelligent, human object tagging system 

The current implementation identifies the moving human object with the help of movements 

and with the detection of presence of a few body parts. In order to make this process more 
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efficient and robust, as such, it is essential to perform the updates and streamline this process 

by adding tags in the input video stream for which a separate adapter can be developed. 
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